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Abstract

School choice mechanisms are typically constrained, with students allowed to
report preferences on a limited number of schools only. Under constraints, even
the deferred acceptance mechanism (DA) is manipulable and it is unclear how stu-
dents should play. We provide advice by characterizing undominated strategies
for the constrained versions of both DA and the Boston mechanism (BOS). We
show that domination alone excludes more strategies in constrained DA than in
constrained BOS. We also characterize “safe” and “maximin” strategies that risk-
averse students might favor. These strategies achieve higher welfare and are more
often available in constrained DA than in constrained BOS.
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1 Introduction

In 2005, the Boston School Committee replaced its school choice mechanism known as
the Boston mechanism (BOS) by a deferred acceptance mechanism (DA). An important
motivation for this reform was that, when students can report all the schools they could
potentially be assigned to, BOS is manipulable whereas DA is not (Abdulkadiroğlu et al.,
2006; Pathak and Sönmez, 2008).1 However, it is rare for mechanisms used in practice
to let students report preferences on all the schools in a district. Instead, school choice
mechanisms are typically constrained (Haeringer and Klijn, 2009), with students allowed

1 Schools districts in Chicago and England abandoned variants of BOS in 2007 and 2009 out of
similar manipulability concerns (Pathak and Sönmez, 2013).
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to report preferences on a limited number of schools only.2 Under such constraints, even
DA is manipulable. It is therefore unclear how students should play in DA and how DA
compares to BOS in terms of manipulability.

Constraints on the number of schools students can report are pervasive in practice
(Pathak and Sönmez, 2013, Table 3.). Such constraints may be viewed as a way to
keep mechanisms simple to interact with and operate. Recent results also suggest that
constraints can have a positive effect on efficiency in the case of DA, either by allevi-
ating stability requirements (Dur and Morrill, 2016), or by pushing students to reveal
information about their cardinal preferences (Van der Linden, 2017).

Even for manipulable mechanisms such as the constrained version of DA, not all
strategies are equally recommendable. In particular, students should be encouraged to
play only undominated strategies. Dominated strategy should be disregarded by ratio-
nal students and identifying undominated strategies is therefore important to provide
students with a reasonable menu of strategies they may consider playing. However, de-
pending on the mechanism, undominated strategies can be hard to pinpoint which may
lead students to unknowingly play dominated strategies.

In this paper, we characterize undominated strategies for the constrained versions of
DA and BOS, which we henceforth denote by DAk and BOSk, where k is the maximum
number of schools students can report. We then use these characterizations to gain
insights into the difficulty of choosing a strategy in DAk and BOSk, and the welfare some
students — especially risk-averse ones — may secure by playing conservative undominated
strategies in each mechanism.

Our first result indicates that, although both mechanisms are manipulable, DAk re-
mains strategically simpler than BOSk in the sense that DAk has fewer undominated
strategies. The set of undominated strategies in DAk can indeed be relatively small.
This is due, in part, to the fact that domination in DAk is often the result of correlations
between students’ priorities at different schools.3 Correlations in priorities sometimes
provide students with what we call safe sets of school: sets of school which, if they are
reported by a student, guarantee that the student does not end up unassigned. As we il-
lustrate, when students have safe sets, even strategies that truthfully report k acceptable
schools can be dominated.4

In contrast, the set of undominated strategies in BOSk is typically large, and often
equals the whole set of strategies in which a student reports as many acceptable schools as
she can. In fact, as we show, any strategy that is dominated in BOSk is also dominated in
DAk, but the converse is not true. That is, domination excludes a larger set of strategies
in DAk than in BOSk. In other words, the menu of undominated strategies is tighter in
DAk than in BOSk. Students therefore have fewer strategies to consider and can more
easily make informed strategic choices in DAk than in BOSk. In the same sense, we show
that DAk becomes strategically simpler as k increases (the set of undominated strategies

2 For example, at the time Haeringer and Klijn (2009) was written, the authors reported that the
New York City school district allowed students to report only 12 programs, while the district had more
than 500 different programs available.

3 Other reasons for domination in DAk include (a) reporting unacceptable schools, (b) reporting less
than k schools when a student has more than k acceptable schools, and (c) reporting schools untruthfully,
i.e., contrary to a student’s true preference (the latter point was proven by Haeringer and Klijn, 2008,
Lemma 4.2).

4 A school is “acceptable” if a student prefers that schools to being unassigned.
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shrinks as k increases in DAk), whereas the set of undominated strategies is independent
of k in BOSk.

Beyond recommending that students play undominated strategies, appropriate advice
on the preference to report depends on students’ risk-preference, and on their beliefs about
the preferences others will report. For risk-averse students, a focal concern may be to
avoid ending up unassigned. This is especially true in constrained mechanisms where
students can be rejected from all k schools they reported even when there is a seat at an
acceptable school for every student. As experiments show, this possibility makes “safe”
strategies that guarantee an assignment particularly attractive, especially to risk-averse
students (Klijn et al., 2013).

However, safe strategies might not always be available in constrained mechanisms. We
show that safe undominated strategies are more often available in DAk than in BOSk,
which may make risk-averse students more comfortable with playing the former than the
latter. The availability of safe undominated strategies also increases with k in DAk, but
not in BOSk. What about cases in which a safe undominated strategy exist in both DAk

and BOSk? In such cases, risk-averse students who lean toward safe strategies would
have a clear preference for DAk over BOSk. We show that students who manage to
play safe strategies in both mechanisms are always better-off in DAk than in BOSk (this
preference is sometimes strict). This is true regardless of the preferences other students
report, and for any safe strategies the student plays in DAk and BOSk.

Extremely risk-averse students do not only play safe undominated strategies when
one is available. They are interested in playing the “safest” possible strategy, i.e., the
strategy that maximize their worst possible assignment. For every any preference they
may report, such maximin students focus on their assignment under the worst possible
report of preferences from other students. To provide additional advice to maximum
students, we characterize the set of maximin undominated strategies in DAk and BOSk.
We show that DAk maximin dominates BOSk in the sense that a student always prefers
her maximin outcome in DAk to her maximin outcome in BOSk (again, this preference
is sometimes strict). We also show that DAk+1 maximin dominates DAk, whereas BOSk

and BOSk+1 do not maximin dominate one another.

Related literature. In the context of constrained school choice, we follow the tradition
of giving advice to participants in mechanisms that are manipulable (Roth and Vande
Vate, 1991; Roth and Rothblum, 1999; Ehlers, 2004). This paper contributes to the
relatively thin literature on constrained school choice. The constrained school choice
problem was introduced by Haeringer and Klijn (2009), who studied the efficiency and
stability properties of the Nash equilibria of constrained school choice mechanisms. Klijn
et al. (2013) studied constrained school choice experimentally in a strict priority setting
similar to ours, with a focus on safe strategies and how their adoption relates to risk-
aversion. Calsamiglia et al. (2010) provide another experiment on constrained school.
Their design includes partial information on priorities, whereas we assume that the strict
priority profile (possibly post tie-breaking) is known to students before they report their
preference.

As far as the strategic properties of constrained mechanisms are concerned, our paper
complements previous results in Pathak and Sönmez (2013) and Decerf and Van der
Linden (2016b). Pathak and Sönmez (2013) studied the manipulability of constrained
school choice mechanism from the perspective of truthful Nash equilibria, showing that
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even under constraints, a truthful Nash equilibrium occur more often in DAk than in
BOSk. In a companion paper (Decerf and Van der Linden, 2016b), we obtain parallel
results through a different approach comparing the manipulability of DAk and BOSk in
terms of the occurrence of dominant strategies (Arribillaga and Massó, 2015).

Results in this paper complement and confirm these comparisons. With our focus on
undominated strategies, we shed light on the difficulty of strategic choices in situations
where truthful Nash equilibria do not exists (or students do not coordinate on them),
and for students who do not have a dominant strategy. Among other results, we show
that in these situations and for these students as well, DAk is simpler than BOSk in the
sense of having a smaller set of undominated strategies.

Recently, Dur and Morrill (2016) and Van der Linden (2017) argued that constraints
on the number of schools students can report in DAk can contribute to improving effi-
ciency when compared to the unconstrained DA. Results in this paper show that such
improvements in efficiency come at the price of making the game strategically more com-
plex. A lower k in DAk also limits the availability of safe strategies which risk-averse
students might be interested in playing, and may decrease the welfare of highly risk-averse
students who play maximin strategies.

Independently, Hsu (2015) and Bó and Heller (2017) have developed alternative char-
acterizations of undominated strategies in the unconstrained BOS. For the unconstrained
BOS, the characterization in Hsu (2015) is more general than ours as it does not requires
that seats be in short supply, an assumption we maintain throughout this paper. In con-
trast with Bó and Heller (2017) and Hsu (2015), our characterizations of undominated
strategies cover unconstrained and constrained mechanisms, including BOSk.

2 The school choice model and constrained school

choice mechanisms

The model is similar to Haeringer and Klijn (2009). There is a finite set of schools
S := {s1, . . . , sm} with m ≥ 2, and a finite set of students T := {t1, . . . , tn}. As this
assumption is always satisfied in practice and simplifies some of our results, we impose
that n ≥ m.

A typical school is denoted by sj, or sometimes s. Every school sj ∈ S has a quota qj
and a priority profile Fj. Quota qj represents the number of seats available at school sj.
A set of schools S̄ ⊆ S is in oversupply if together, the schools in S̄ can accept all the
students, i.e.,

∑
sj∈S̄ qj ≥ n. A set of schools is in short-supply otherwise. Throughout,

we assume that constrained mechanisms do not allow students to report an oversupplied
set of schools. Formally, we impose that

∑
sj∈S̄ qj < n for all S̄ ⊆ S with #S̄ ≤ k, where

for any set B, #B denotes the cardinality of B.5 A quota profile q := (q1, . . . , qm) is a
list of the quotas of every sj ∈ S and Ak denotes the domain of quota profiles for which
no set of less than k schools is in oversupply.

5 This is a minor restriction which is common in the literature (see Decerf and Van der Linden (2016a)
for a detailed justification). Most of our results on DA hold without the short-supply assumption. The
assumption however simplifies the description of undominated strategies in BOSk (see Section 4). For
simplicity, we adopt the assumption throughout.
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Priorities Fj are linear orderings of the students in T . A profile of priorities F :=
(F1, . . . , Fm) is a list containing the priorities of every sj ∈ S and the domain of all
priority profiles is F .

A typical student is denoted by ti, or sometimes t. Every student ti has a preference
Ri. Preference Ri is a linear ordering on S ∪ {ti}. The domain of all preferences for ti is
Ri. A preference profile R := (R1, . . . , Rn) is a list containing the preference of every
ti ∈ T , and the domain of all preference profiles is R := ×i∈NRi. For a given preference
profile R ∈ R, the list containing the preferences of everyone but ti is R−i. Any triple
(R,F, q) ∈ R×F ×Ak defines a (school choice) problem.

A strict preference of ti for school s over school s′ is denoted by s Pi s
′, while s Ri s

′

denotes a weak preference, allowing for s = s′. A school s ∈ S is acceptable for ti if
s Ri ti. To avoid trivialities, we assume that every student has at least one acceptable
school. For simplicity, we also abuse the notation and write s ∈ Ri when s is acceptable
given Ri, and #Ri for the number of acceptable schools in Ri. By the same token, S ′ ⊆ Ri

indicates that all schools in S ′ are acceptable for ti given Ri.
An assignment is a function µ : T → S∪T that matches every student with a school

or with herself (µ(t) ∈ S ∪ {t} for any t ∈ T ). An assignment is feasible if no school
exceeds its quota, i.e., for any sj ∈ S, we have #{t ∈ T | µ(t) = sj} ≤ qj.

A (school choice) mechanism M associates every profile of reported preferences Q :=
(Q1, . . . , Qn) in some domain Q := ×ti∈TQi with a feasible assignment µ.6 The notation
and terminology for preferences extend to reported preferences : (a) s Qi s

′ means that
ti reports s weakly before s′ in Qi (where possibly s = s′), (b) school s ∈ S is reported
by ti in Qi if s Qi ti, (c) s ∈ Qi indicates that s is reported in Qi, (d) #Qi is the number
of reported schools in Qi, (e) S ⊆ Qi indicates that all schools in S are reported in Qi

(f) a typical profile of reported preferences is Q := (Q1, . . . , Qn), and (g) given reported
profile Q, the list of reported preferences of every student but ti is Q−i. In addition, for
a given k ≤ m, we say that a set of schools S̃ ⊆ S is reportable if #S̃ ≤ k.

For a domain of reported profilesQ and a student ti ∈ T , the set of possible subprofiles
for all tj ∈ T\{ti} isQ−i := ×tj∈T\{ti}Qj. In a constrained mechanismMk, the domain
is Qk := ×ti∈TQk

i , where for every ti ∈ T , Qk
i is the set of all reported preferences in

which ti reports no more than k ≤ m schools.
For any reported profile Q and any student ti, the school ti is assigned to in M(Q) is

Mi(Q). Student ti is assigned in M given Q if Mi(Q) 6= ti and unassigned if Mi(Q) = ti.
A pair (M,R) defines a strategic form game known as a game of school choice (Ergin

and Sönmez, 2006). As a consequence, we sometimes refer to a reported preference Qi as
a strategy. Given mechanism M and preference Ri, strategy Qi is a (weakly) dominant
strategy if

Mi(Qi, Q−i) Ri Mi(Q
′
i, Q−i), for all Q−i ∈ Q−i and all Q′i ∈ Qi.

Strategy Qi is an undominated strategy if for all Q′i ∈ Qi,

Mi(Qi, Q−i) = Mi(Q
′
i, Q−i), for all Q−i ∈ Q−i, or

Mi(Qi, Q−i) Pi Mi(Q
′
i, Q−i), for some Q−i ∈ Q−i.

6 As is common in school choice, we assume that schools are non-strategic players and that the priority
and quota profiles are known to the school board in charge of running the assignment mechanism.
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Strategy Qi is dominated if it is not undominated, that is there exists a strategy Q′i ∈ Qi

such that Mi(Q
′
i, Q−i) Ri Mi(Qi, Q−i) for all Q−i ∈ Q−i and Mi(Q

′
i, Q−i) Pi Mi(Qi, Q−i)

for some Q−i ∈ Q−i.
In this section we describe the two classes of school choice mechanisms that we fo-

cus on. These classes were identified by Haeringer and Klijn (2009) and correspond to
constrained versions of BOS and DA. We first describe the well known unconstrained
BOS.

Round 1: Students apply to the school they reported as their most preferred acceptable
school (if any). Every school that receives more applications than its capacity starts
rejecting the lowest applicants in its priority reporting, up to the point where it
meets its capacity. All other applicants are definitively accepted at the schools they
applied to and capacities are adjusted accordingly.

...

Round ` : Students who are not yet assigned apply to the school they reported as their
`th acceptable school (if any). Every school that receives more new applications in
round ` than its remaining capacity starts rejecting the lowest new applicants in its
priority reporting, up to the point where it meets its capacity. All other applicants
are definitively accepted at the schools they applied to and capacities are adjusted
accordingly.

The algorithm terminates when all acceptable schools of the reported profile have
been considered, or when every student is assigned to a school. The constrained versions
of BOS which we will denote by BOSk are identical to BOS except that no student is
allowed more than k acceptable schools in her reported preferences.

We now turn to DA. Again, we first describe the famous unconstrained DA.

Round 1: Students apply to the school they reported as their most preferred acceptable
school (if any). Every school that receives more applications than its capacity
definitively rejects the lowest applicants in its priority reporting, up to the point
where it meets its capacity. All other applicants are temporarily accepted at the
schools they applied to (this means they could still be rejected in a later round).

...

Round ` : Students who were rejected in round ` − 1 apply to their next acceptable
school (if any). Every school considers the new applicants of round ` together with
the students it temporarily accepted. If needed, each school definitely rejects the
lowest students in its priority reporting, up to the point where it meets its capacity.
All other applicants are temporarily accepted at the schools they applied to (this
means they could still be rejected in a later round).

The algorithm terminates when all acceptable schools of the reported profile have
been considered, or when every student is assigned to a school. The constrained versions
of DA which we will denote DAk are identical to DA except that no student is allowed
more than k acceptable schools in her reported preferences.
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3 Safe sets, top-priority schools and other concepts

In many games, the set of undominated strategies is quite large. In some games, it even
equals the entire strategy space. In some school choice mechanisms, however, requiring
that a strategy be undominated is far from vacuous. In DAk in particular, eliminat-
ing dominated strategies significantly shrinks the set of strategies. In Lemma 1 in the
Appendix, we show that most undominated strategies of DAk

(a) do not report unacceptable schools,

(b) are truthful in the sense that s′ Qi s implies s′ Pi s, and

(c) report as many acceptable schools as possible, i.e., #Qi = min{k,#Ri}.

When a strategy satisfies (a), (b), and (c), we say that this strategy is clean.7 Although
most undominated strategies are clean in DAk, even clean strategies are often dominated
when students can report preferences that guarantee themselves an assignment, as we
illustrate below (see (1)).

When students cannot report all available schools, they face the risk of “running
out” of reported schools and ending up unassigned. Experimental evidence shows that
students understand this risk. When students cannot report all available schools, students
are more likely to report a school they dislike but at which they have a high priority in
order to protect themselves from being unassigned (Klijn et al., 2013; Calsamiglia et al.,
2010).

In DAk, if student t reports a school sj where she is among the qj students with
highest priority, t cannot be assigned to a school that she reported lower than sj. In
particular, t cannot be unassigned. We call such a school a top-priority school for t.
Formally, sj is a top-priority school for t if no more than qj − 1 students have a higher
priority at sj than t.

Interestingly, reporting a top-priority school is not the only way for a student to
protect herself from being unassigned in DAk. Students with no top-priority school can
often protect themselves from being unassigned by reporting an appropriate set of schools.
Consider the following profile, where the left panel represents students’ preferences and
the right panel represents schools’ priorities. Each school has one seat and “

... ” indicates
that the rest of the ordering is arbitrary.

R1 R2 R3 R4
...

...
... s1

s2
s3
s4

F1 F2 F3 F4

t1 t1 t2 t1
t2 t2 t1 t2
t4 t4 t4 t3
...

...
...

...

(1)

7 As we show in Lemma 1 in the Appendix, for every unclean undominated strategy, there exists a
strategically equivalent clean strategy (in particular, because the two strategy are equivalent, the latter
clean strategy is also undominated).
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Student t4 does not have a top-priority school. However, only students t1 and t2 have a
higher priority than t4 at schools s1, s2 and s3. As a consequence, if t4 reports s1, s2 and
s3, she is guaranteed an assignment at one of these schools.

Given (1), any strategy Q∗i ∈ Qk
i with {s1, s2, s3} ⊆ Q∗i is what we call a safe strategy

for ti in DAk. In general, given mechanism M , Qi is a safe strategy for ti if playing
Qi protects ti from being unassigned, i.e., Mi(Qi, Q−i) 6= ti for any Q−i ∈ Q−i. Given
mechanism M and priority profile F , a set of schools S̃ ⊆ S is a safe set for ti if it is
reportable and any of ti’s strategies in which S̃ is reported is safe, i.e., S̃ ⊆ Qi implies
that Qi is safe. For example, {s1, s2, s3} is a safe set for t4 in DAk when the priority
profile is (1) and k ≥ 3. In general, any set of schools containing a top-priority school is
also a safe set in DAk. The following proposition characterizes safe sets in DAk.

Proposition 1 (Safe sets in DAk (Decerf and Van der Linden, 2016b)). (i) For any
k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, the set of schools S̃ ⊆ S is safe for student t in DAk if and only if S̃ is
reportable and there exists a subset Ŝ ⊆ S̃ such that less than

∑
s∈Ŝ qs students have a

higher priority at some s ∈ Ŝ than t, i.e.,

#{t′ ∈ T\{t} | t′ Fs t for some s ∈ Ŝ} <
∑
s∈Ŝ

qs. (2)

As we show below, safe sets are tightly related to undominated strategies in DAk. For
example, if a student has a safe set that covers her most-preferred schools, reporting the
schools in this safe set truthfully is a dominant strategy in DAk, and every other strategy
is dominated. As another example, if m = 10 and k = 4, and if a student has a safe
set that covers four of her six most-preferred schools (but not her four most-preferred
schools), reporting her four least preferred schools is a dominated strategy.

The concept of a safe set is less useful in BOSk than in DAk. Even if s is a top-priority
school for some student, this student must report s first in BOSk to guarantee herself
an assignment at s. Thus, unlike in DAk, even sets of schools that contain a top-priority
school are not necessarily safe in BOSk. In general, the existence of safe sets in BOSk

requires that a group of no more than k schools be in oversupply (see Lemma 6 in the
Appendix), and no safe sets exist under our short-supply assumption.8

Instead of being the consequence of safe sets, undominated strategies in BOSk directly
relate to top-priority schools. If student ti has a top-priority at school s and she reports s
first, then BOSk

i (Qi, Q−i) = s for all Q−i. As we show below, this fact alone is sufficient
to express the few constraints that dominance places on reported preferences in BOSk.

4 Characterizing undominated strategies

4.1 DAk

Clearly, if a student has a dominant strategy in Mk, then dominant strategies this stu-
dent’s only undominated strategies in Mk. In DAk, a student has a dominant strategy

8 Even in the presence a safe set S̃ in BOSk, there is no optimal way for a student to report the
schools in S̃ (different ordering of the schools in S̃ are best-responses to different reports from other
students). This contrasts with DAk where safe sets (and more generally any set of schools) should
always be reported truthfully (see Propositions 2 and 3).
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if she has less than k acceptable schools or if she has a safe set that covers her k most
preferred schools.

Proposition 2 (Dominant strategies in DAk (Decerf and Van der Linden, 2016b)). For
any k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and any problem (F, q, R) ∈ F × Ak × R, student ti ∈ T has a
dominant strategy in DAk if and only if

(i) she has no more than k acceptable schools (in which case the truthful strategy
Q∗i : Ri(1) . . . Ri(#Ri) ti is dominant), or

(ii) her k most-preferred schools are all acceptable and form a safe set (in which case
the truthful truncated strategy Q∗∗i : Ri(1) . . . Ri(k) ti is dominant).

There remains to characterize undominated strategies when a student does not have a
dominant strategy. As we show in Lemma 4 in the Appendix, if ti does not have a domi-
nant strategy, then reporting k acceptable schools is necessary for Qi to be undominated.
However, as (1) illustrates, this condition is not sufficient. Given (1), t4 reports three
acceptable schools in strategy Q4 : s1 s2 s4 t4. Strategy Q4 is however dominated for t4
in DA3 because {s1, s2, s3} is a safe set and this safe set is in some sense “everywhere
above” Q4.

To make this more precise, let us say that a set of schools S̃ ∈ S (weakly) dominates
strategy Qi if Qi reports no school that ti prefers to her least-preferred school in S̃ and
that is not already included in S̃. Formally, let the least-preferred school in S̃ ⊆ S
according to Ri be denoted by minRi

S̃. Then set S̃ ∈ S (weakly) dominates strategy
Qi if there exists no s ∈ Qi such that [s] Pi [minRi

S̃] and s /∈ S̃. As the next proposition
shows, in DAk, a strategy that is not dominant is undominated if and only it reports
k acceptable schools truthfully and includes all the safe sets that dominate it. (All the
proofs are in the Appendix.)

Proposition 3 (Undominated strategies in DAk). For any k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, any problem
(F, q, R) ∈ F ×Ak ×R, and any ti ∈ T , strategy Qi is undominated in DAk if and only
if

(i) Qi is a dominant strategy in DAk, or

(ii) Qi reports k acceptable schools truthfully and S̃ ⊆ Qi for any safe set S̃ that domi-
nates Qi.

As Proposition 3 shows, students in DAk can be given a number of uncontroversial
recommendations. For example, untruthful strategies are dominated in DAk, as was
first established by Haeringer and Klijn (2008, Lemma 4.2). Proposition 3 also reveals
more subtle ways for a strategy to be dominated. As the proposition shows (and as (1)
illustrates), playing an undominated strategy in DAk requires a careful consideration of
the priority profile and the safe sets it generates. In particular, even when they have no
top-priorities, students should pay attention to correlations in priorities and how these
correlations provide them with safe sets.

The full priority profile may be too much information for a student to process. As
condition (2) shows, computing a student’s safe sets for given priorities and quotas is
relatively straightforward, but it can be tedious. In fact, experimental evidence suggests
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that, even when they have a safe set covering their k most-preferred schools in DAk,
students may fail to recognize that they have a dominant strategy and play a dominated
strategy instead (Calsamiglia et al., 2010).

Instead of revealing the raw priorities and quotas, we recommend that districts set
up decision-support platforms through which students can learn about their safe sets
and dominant strategies. A proof of concept of such a platform can be found at https:

//martinvanderlinden.shinyapps.io/Decision_support_DAk. Based on a student’s
preference input, the platform uses its knowledge of the priority profile to compute the
student’s safe sets. The platform then provides the student with a recommendation on
the list of schools to report. If a student has a dominant strategy, she is advised to report
her k most-preferred schools truthfully. If a student does not have a dominant strategy,
the platform informs her of some of her safe sets, which as Proposition 3 shows, can help
her rule out dominated strategies (and identify maximin strategies, as we show in Section
5.2). If she does not have a dominant strategy and has no safe set, the student is advised
to include a school she knows is in low-demand as a protection against being unassigned.

Complete examples of advice and screen-shots of the platform can be found in Ap-
pendix 6. Note that such decision support tools are compatible with coarse priorities
and the use of tie-breaking rules. In many school districts, priorities are based on a few
criteria (such as living withing walking distance of a school) that do not enable a strict
ordering of all students. The criteria used to establish priorities then only provide a
coarse ordering of students, and ties must be broken before standard school choice mech-
anism (such as DAk and BOSk) can be applied. Suppose that priorities are coarse and
a tie-breaker is used. For the decision-support plateform to function, it suffices that the
realization of the tie-breaker be transmitted to the plateform before students report their
preferences. The platform can then communicate their safe sets to students in time to
inform the students’ choice of a reported preference.

A decision-support platform like the one described above does require to go against
the dominant practice of breaking ties in priorities after preferences are reported (Ab-
dulkadiroglu et al., 2009; Calsamiglia et al., 2014). But it is consistent with concealing
most of the information about the actual realization of the tie-breaker. Districts may be
reluctant to revealing the full ex-post priority profile out of practical and privacy con-
cerns. Revealing ex-post priorities may also exacerbate feelings of unfairness.9 However,
in order to avoid dominated strategies being played, the plateform only has to inform
students of their safe sets, and not of the complete priority profile.10

4.2 BOSk

Revealing preferences truthfully is a dominant strategy in DAm. (Recall that m is the
total number of schools.) Advising students to do so is therefore uncontroversial. In
this sense, DAm has better strategic properties than BOSm because DAm has essentially

9 Although tie-breaking rules are typically fair ex-ante, a student may ex-post feel that she has been
treated unfairly if she learns that she received a low tie-breaker at a number of schools.

10 Although some information on the tie-breaker can be inferred from one’s knowledge of her safe sets,
such inference is arguably limited.

10
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one reasonable strategy,11 whereas many strategies are reasonable in BOSm. A similar
result holds for DAk and BOSk. As we show in Corollary 1 (Section 5), it is easier to
uncontroversially rule out some strategies in DAk than in BOSk. The next proposition
is instrumental in proving Corollary 1. It shows that the set of undominated strategies
of BOSk is quite large.

Proposition 4 (Undominated strategies in BOSk). For any k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, any problem
(F, q, R) ∈ F ×Ak×R, and any ti ∈ T , strategy Qi is undominated in BOSk if and only
if

(i) Qi(1) is ti’s preferred top-priority and acceptable school, or

(ii) Qi(1) is not a top-priority school and Qi contains min{k,#Ri} acceptable schools,
one of which ti prefers to all of her top-priority and acceptable schools.12

As Proposition 4 shows, very few strategies are dominated in BOSk. In BOSk,
domination first rules out reporting a top-priority school first if this school is not one’s
most preferred top-priority school. Second, domination also excludes reporting less than
min{k,#Ri} acceptable schools if the first reported school is not a top-priority school. In
particular, because these are the only two sources of domination in BOSk, any strategy
that reports min{k,#Ri} acceptable schools is undominated for students who do not
have a top-priority at any acceptable school.

5 Comparing mechanisms in terms of (safe and max-

imin) undominated strategies

Dominated strategies can be uncontroversially eliminated from the set of relevant strate-
gies, leaving students to chose among undominated strategies only. A smaller set of
undominated strategies therefore leaves students with fewer strategies to consider and
choose from, and may make the game strategically simpler for students to play. As a
first application of our characterizations, we are interested in comparing the strategic
complexity of DAk and BOSk in this sense.

Strictly speaking, the set of undominated strategies of DAk is not always included
into the set of undominated strategies of BOSk. This is because in DAk, when the
only undominated strategies are dominant strategies, these strategies may feature less
than min{k,#Ri} reported schools. If ` < min{k,#Ri} and a student’s ` most-preferred
schools form a safe set, schools that are reported after that safe set are inconsequential.
In particular, the student could then report less than min{k,#Ri} schools (or report

11 Strictly speaking, there can be multiple dominant strategies in DAm, but all these strategies are
outcome-equivalent and it is irrelevant whether a students plays one or the other.

12 Again, a student clearly plays an undominated strategy in BOSk if that strategy is dominant. Decerf
and Van der Linden (2016b, Proposition 3) characterizes dominant strategies in BOSk. A student has
a dominant strategy in BOSk if and only if (a) she has only one acceptable school or (b) she has a
top-priority at her most-preferred school. Dominant strategies that follow from (a) are part of the
undominated strategies characterized in (ii). Dominant strategies that follow from (b) are part of the
undominated strategies characterized in (i).
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schools untruthfully past the safe set), and some undominated strategies are therefore
unclean.

However, for each of these unclean undominated strategies in DAk, there is a strategi-
cally equivalent strategy that is clean. That is, when a student an unclean undominated
strategy in DAk, she cannot lose from reporting the appropriate clean undominated strat-
egy instead. In fact, the student would be well advised to do so in case she misunderstood
priorities and her first ` < min{k,#Ri} most-preferred schools turn out not to form a
safe set after all. If it is granted that playing a clean undominated strategies in DAk

and an undominated strategy in BOSk are the best uncontroversial recommendations a
student can be given in each mechanism, then more strategies can be ruled out through
uncontroversial recommendations in DAk than in BOSk.

Corollary 1. For any k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, any problem (F, q, R) ∈ F × Ak × R, and any
ti ∈ T , if strategy Qi is a clean undominated in DAk, then Qi is also undominated in
BOSk. The converse is not true if k ≥ 2.

It is impossible to compare DAk and DAk+1 (or BOSk and BOSk+1) in the sense of
Corollary 1 because the two mechanisms have different strategy spaces.13 To compare
mechanisms in which students can report different numbers of schools and to further our
understanding of the impact of dominance on strategic decisions in DAk and BOSk, we
turn to safe undominated strategies.

5.1 Safe undominated strategies

Even in DAk, the set of undominated strategies may remain relatively large. In many
cases, this set includes both safe and unsafe strategies. For example, a student with
a top-priority at her fourth most-preferred school may be conflicted between reporting
her three most preferred schools in DA3, or reporting two of her most preferred schools
together with her “safe” fourth school. Assuming that the student’s three most preferred
schools do not form a safe set, both strategies are indeed undominated in DA3.

In such circumstances, experiments suggest that many students favor safe strategies
(Calsamiglia et al., 2010; Klijn et al., 2013). Playing a safe strategy may be especially
justified if the student is risk-averse, e.g., in the last example, if the difference between
the cardinal utility of the student’s third and the fourth most-preferred school is small.14

Formally, a safe undominated strategy is simply an undominated strategy that con-
tains a safe set. Of course, unlike undominated strategies, safe undominated strategies
do not always exist. This is true both in constrained mechanisms and in unconstrained
mechanisms if the whole set of schools is in short-supply. The next proposition shows
that, regardless of constraints ` and k, DAk is “safer” than BOS` in the sense that it
more often offers students the opportunity to play a safe undominated strategy.

13 Saying that an undominated strategy Qi of DAk+1 is not an undominated strategy of DAk is
sometimes meaningless since Qi might not even be a strategy of DAk in the first place.

14 In their experiment, Klijn et al. (2013) find that risk-averse students are more likely to play safe
strategies in DAk, but not in BOSk. They suggest that students in general may be more comfortable
with playing safe strategies in DAk because these strategies are easier to identify, which is in some sense
formalized in Proposition 5.
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Proposition 5. For any k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, any problem (F, q, R) ∈ F ×Ak ×R, and any
ti ∈ T , if ti has a safe undominated strategy in BOS`, then ti also has a safe undominated
strategy in DAk. The converse is not true if k ≥ 2.

Opportunities to play a safe undominated strategy also increase with k in DAk.

Proposition 6. For any k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, any problem (F, q, R) ∈ F ×Ak ×R, and any
ti ∈ T , if ti has a safe undominated strategy in DAk, then ti also has a safe undominated
strategy in DAk+1. The converse is not true.

InBOSk, however, students have safe undominated strategies if and only if they have a
top-priority at an acceptable school. In this case, a student’s safe undominated strategies
consist of strategies in which she reports her most preferred top-priority school first
(Proposition 4(i)). The occurrence of safe undominated strategies in BOSk is therefore
insensitive to changes in k.

Proposition 7. For any k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, any problem (F, q, R) ∈ F ×Ak ×R, and any
ti ∈ T , student ti has a safe undominated strategy in BOSk if and only if ti has a safe
undominated strategy in BOSk+1.

Although safe undominated strategies are more common inDAk than inBOS` (Propo-
sition 6), some problems provide students with a safe undominated strategy in both
mechanisms. This is the case when a student has a top-priority at an acceptable schools.
In such cases, students who play safe undominated strategies in BOSk are systematically
assigned to their most preferred top-priority school, say s∗. Clearly, {s∗} is then a safe
set in DAk and safe undominated strategies of DAk cannot be dominated by {s∗}. This,
in turn, implies that students who play safe undominated strategy in DAk always prefer
their assignment to s∗ (sometimes strictly). That is, students who play safe undominated
strategies are better-off in DAk than in BOSk.

Proposition 8. Consider any k, ` ∈ {2, . . . ,m}, any problem (F, q, R) ∈ F ×Amin{k,`}×
R, any ti ∈ T , and any pair of strategies Qk

i and Q`
i that are safe and undominated for

ti in DAk and BOS`, respectively (if any).

(i) For all Qk
−i ∈ Qk

−i and Q`
−i ∈ Q`

−i,

DAk
i

(
Qk

i , Q
k
−i
)
Ri BOS

`
i

(
Q`

i , Q
`
−i
)
.

(ii) In addition, for all Q`
−i ∈ Q`

−i, there exists Q̃k
−i ∈ Qk

−i such that

DAk
i (Qk

i , Q̃
k
−i) Pi BOS

`
i (Q

`
i , Q

`
−i).

There is a longstanding — and recently revived — debate in the literature on the
relative efficiency of DAm and BOSm, and the students that are favored by the use of
one mechanism or the other (Ergin and Sönmez, 2006; Pathak and Sönmez, 2008; Mi-
ralles, 2009; Abdulkadiroğlu et al., 2011; Basteck and Mantovani, 2018). Pathak and
Sönmez (2008) notably argued that, compared to DAm, BOSm favors sophisticated stu-
dents at the expense of unsophisticated students who report preferences truthfully (see
Basteck and Mantovani, 2018, for experimental evidence). Proposition 8 shows that even
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sophisticated students may be disfavored by the use of BOSk if they are risk-averse and
therefore choose (maybe optimally) to play a safe strategy in BOSk when one is available.
Conversely, students who do better in BOSk than in DAk must be students who take the
risk of reporting first a school at which they do not have a top-priority. One consequence
of this risk-taking is it may leave these students unassigned in the final assignment of
BOSk (even if acceptable seats are available).

Clearly, the argument preceding Proposition 8 implies that students who play safe
undominated strategies are indifferent between BOSk and BOSk+1. If a student has a
safe undominated strategy in BOSk, she also has a safe undominated strategy in BOSk+1

(Proposition 7) and she is assigned to the same school if she decides to play a safe
undominated strategy in both mechanisms.

The same is not true in DAk. With DAk, increasing the number of schools that
students can report may decrease the welfare of students who play safe undominated
strategies, and there is no analog to Proposition 8 in the case of DAk and DAk+1. As
k increases, the mechanism is forced to take into account more stability constraints. As
is well-known, this may lead to a Pareto dominated assignment (Balinski and Sönmez,
1999; Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez, 2003; Dur and Morrill, 2016). As Dur and Morrill
(2016) showed, some equilibria in undominated strategies of DA2 in fact Pareto dominate
the equilibrium in undominated strategies of DAm. The next profile shows that the same
may be true of DA2 and DA3 (m = 4, one seat per school) and that playing a safe
undominated strategy does not protect a student from being worse-off in equilibrium as
k increase:

R1 R2 R3 R4

s1 s2 s2 s4

s2 s1 s4 s3

s4 s3 s1 s2

s3 s4 s3 s1

F1 F2 F3 F4

t3 t4 t2 t1
t2 t1 t1 t2
t1 t3 t4 t3
t4 t2 t3 t4

(3)

Given profile (3), the following reported profiles Q and Q′ are equilibria in safe undomi-
nated strategies of DA2 and DA3, respectively, where the outcome of DA2 and DA3 are
boxed.15

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

s1 s2 s4 s3

s4 s3 s1 s2

Q′1 Q′2 Q′3 Q′4
s1 s2 s2 s4

s2 s1 s4 s3

s4 s3 s1 s2

(4)

In fact, all equilibria in undominated strategies of DA3 have DA3(Q′) as an outcome.
Clearly, the outcome of DA2(Q) Pareto dominates the outcome of DA3(Q′). In particular,
students t1 and t2 who both play safe undominated strategies in DA2 and DA3 are strictly
better-off in DA2(Q) than in DA3(Q′).

15 In DA3 every student plays a dominant strategy in Q (all students have a top-priority at their third
most-preferred school). That all strategies in Q are undominated in DA2 is an application of Proposition
3. Given Q, student t1, t2 and t4 are clearly best-responding in DA2. Student t3 is also best responding
because reporting s2 first (instead of s4) would trigger a rejection chain in which t4 would eventually
apply to s2 and t3 be rejected from s2.
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5.2 Maximin strategies and maximin dominance

Beyond recommending that students play undominated strategies, appropriate advice
on the preference to report depend on a student’s risk-preference, and on her beliefs
about the strategy others will report. In this respect, safe undominated strategies seem
to be attractive to a number of students, especially risk-averse ones (Klijn et al., 2013).
However, even when they exists, safe undominated strategies may again be numerous and
it can be useful to obtain a more specific advice for risk-averse students. In this matter,
a natural benchmark are maximin students, i.e., extremely risk-averse students who for
every reported preference focus on the worst possible outcome.

In this final section, we identify (undominated) maximin strategies in BOSk and DAk.
We also compare maximin assignment between BOSk and DAk, as well as in each class
of mechanisms for different values of k. We show that for every k, a student always
prefers her maximin assignment in DAk to her maximin assignment in BOSk. Maximin
assignments also improve in DAk as k increases, whereas maximin assignments in BOSk

are independent of k.
Formally, given constrained mechanism Mk, problem (F, q, R) ∈ F×Ak×R, strategy

Qmm
i is a maximin strategy for student ti ∈ T if[
min
Ri

{
Mi(Q

mm
i , Q−i)

∣∣Q−i ∈ Qk
−i
}]

Ri

[
min
Ri

{
Mi(Qi, Q−i)

∣∣Q−i ∈ Qk
−i
}]

for all Qi ∈ Qk
i .

Several strategies sometimes guarantee the same maximin assignment. Not all such
strategies are equally recommendable. Even highly risk-averse students care, to a degree,
about what happens when their assignment differs from the maximin assignment. In
particular, if two strategies have the same maximin assignment and one dominates the
other, even highly risk-averse students would prefer the dominant strategy. In the two
following propositions, we characterize in DAk and BOSk the set of maximin strategies
that are also undominated.

It is not hard to see that both in DAk and in BOSk, maximin undominated strategies
must be safe undominated strategies when such strategies are available. In DAk, this
occurs when ti has a safe set the least-preferred school of which is acceptable according
to Ri. In such cases, the maximin criterion operates a non-trivial selection among safe
undominated strategies. To play a safe undominated strategy, ti then compares her least-
preferred school in each of her safe sets and reports a safe set that contains her favorite
of these least-preferred schools. In the absence of safe undominated strategies, maximin
undominated strategies conflate with undominated strategies.

Proposition 9 (Undominated maximin strategies in DAk). For any k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, any
problem (F, q, R) ∈ F ×Ak ×R, and any ti ∈ T ,

(i) if ti has a safe set S̃ ⊆ S such that minRi
S̃ is acceptable, then Qi is maximin

undominated if and only if

(a) S∗ ⊆ Qi for some safe set S∗, and

(b) for any safe set Ŝ, we have [minRi
S∗] Ri [minRi

Ŝ].

(ii) Otherwise, Qi is maximin undominated if and only if it is undominated.
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In BOSk, the maximin criterion offers less guidance in selecting among undominated
strategies. Playing a maximin undominated strategy in BOSk only implies playing a
safe undominated strategy when one is available, which occurs when a student has an
acceptable top-priority school. In this case, any strategy in which ti reports her most-
preferred top-priority school first is both safe undominated and maximin undominated.
In all other cases, any undominated strategy qualifies as maximin.

Proposition 10 (Undominated maximin strategies in BOSk). For any k ∈ {1, . . . ,m},
any problem (F, q, R) ∈ F ×Ak ×R, and any ti ∈ T ,

(i) if ti has an acceptable top-priority school, then Qi is maximin undominated if and
only if Qi(1) is ti’s most preferred top-priority school.

(ii) Otherwise, Qi is maximin undominated if and only if it is undominated.

Highly risk-averse students are likely to resort to maximin strategies. If they do,
improving these students’ (ex-ante) welfare requires improving their maximin assignment.
This is particularly important if highly risk-averse students are precisely the students the
designer is trying to favor. As has long been hypothesized (Arrow, 1970), risk-aversion
is often negatively correlated with wealth (?Jr. and Chow, 1992; Yesuf and Bluffstone,
2009). Favoring highly risk-averse students can therefore be viewed as a proxy for favoring
otherwise disadvantaged students, and it may be important to compare mechanisms in
terms of their maximin assignments.

Given constrained mechanism Mk and problem (F, q, R) ∈ F×Ak×R, the maximin
assignment smm

i (M) ∈ S ∪ {ti} for student ti ∈ T is defined as

smm
i (M) := min

Ri

{
Mi(Q

mm
i , Q−i) | Q−i ∈ Qk

−i
}
.

If for a given problem, highly risk-averse students always unanimously prefer mechanism
Bb to mechanism Cc, we say that given this problem, L (weakly) maximin dominates
K. Formally, Cc weakly maximin dominates Bb given problem (F, q,R) ∈ F ×
Amin{b,c}×R if for all ti ∈ T ,

smm
i (Bb) Ri s

mm
i (Cc).

If, this is true for every problem (F, q, R) ∈ F ×Amin{b,c} ×R we simply say that Cc

weakly maximin dominates Bb. If, in addition, the maximin assignment in Cc is some-
times strictly preferred by highly risk-averse students to the maximin assignment in Bb,
then we say that Cc maximin dominates Bb. That is, Cc maximin dominates Bb if Cc

weakly maximin dominatesBb and there exist a problem (F, q, R) ∈ F ×Amin{b,c} ×Rsuch
that

smm
j (Cc) P ∗j s

mm
j (Bb).

Using Propositions 9 and 10, it is possible to compare the maximin outcomes of
BOSk and DAk, as well as the maximin outcomes of each mechanism separately as k
increases. Any assignment that can be “secured” in BOSk is the result of a top-priority.
Therefore, if an assignment can be secured in BOSk, the same assignment can also be
secured in DAk. However, because of the existence of safe sets that do not follow from
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top-priority schools (see (1)), a student can sometime secure an assignment in DAk at
a school she prefers to her most-preferred top-priority school. The maximin outcome
therefore improves when BOSk is replaced by DAk. This is true more generally when
BOS` is replaced by DAk for every ` ∈ {2, . . . ,m}, including ` > k.

Corollary 2. For all k, ` ∈ {2, . . . ,m}, DAk maximin dominates BOS`.

Based on the characterization of safe sets in DAk (Proposition 1), one can see that
safe sets are nested between DAk and DAk+1. That is, every safe set in DAk is also a safe
set in DAk, which implies that the maximin outcome cannot get worse as k increases.
The converse, however, is not true. As k increases, new safe sets typically appear and
the maximin outcome sometimes strictly improves as k increases in DAk. Thus, although
DAk and DAk+1 cannot be compared in the sense of Proposition 8, the mechanisms can
be compared in terms of maximin dominance.

Corollary 3. For all k ∈ {1, . . . ,m− 1}, DAk+1 maximin dominates DAk.

In contrast, because maximin outcomes depend only on top-priorities in BOSk, max-
imin outcomes are unaffected by changes in k in BOSk.

Corollary 4. For all k ∈ {1, . . . ,m − 1}, BOSk+1 is maximin equivalent to BOSk,
i.e., BOSk+1 weakly maximin dominates BOSk and BOSk weakly maximin dominates
BOSk+1.

6 Conclusion

Much is known of the deferred acceptance (DA) and Boston (BOS) mechanisms, and
DA is often viewed as having better properties than BOS. In practice, however, im-
plementations of DA and BOS typically constrain students to report preferences over a
subset of k schools only. How the constrained DA (DAk) and constrained BOS (BOSk)
mechanisms compare is less clear. In particular, under constraints, both mechanisms
sometimes fail to have dominant strategies and the incentive advantage of DA over BOS
(DA being strategy-proof whereas BOS is not) might not carry over to DAk and BOSk.

In this paper, we characterize the undominated strategies of DAk and BOSk. We show
that even when students do not have dominant strategies, the uncontroversial advice of
playing an undominated strategy may simplifies DAk by ruling out a large number of
strategies. The same is not true in BOSk where most strategies are undominated. In
fact, in a strong sense formalized in Proposition 5, dominance allows to exclude more
strategies in DAk than in BOSk.

Further comparing undominated strategies in both mechanisms, we find other advan-
tages of DAk over BOSk. Among undominated strategies, a salient subset that is often
played in experiments (Calsamiglia et al., 2010; Klijn et al., 2013) are strategies that
guarantee that a student does not end up unassigned. We call these strategies “safe”.
Like dominant strategies, safe undominated strategies are not guaranteed to exist in DAk

and BOSk. However, we show that safe undominated strategies are more likely in DAk

than in BOSk. Also, the assignment of students who play safe undominated strategies
is always better under DAk and BOSk (when a safe undominated strategy exists in
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both mechanisms). The same is true for highly risk-averse students who play maximin
strategies.

Our results also inform the debate on the number of schools that students should be
allowed to report in DAk. We show that increasing k in DAk implies that more students
have safe undominated strategies and that maximin students secure better outcomes. In
line with previous results in the literature (Pathak and Sönmez, 2013; Van der Linden,
2017), our results point at a trade-off between the potential efficiency advantages of
decreasing k in DAk (Dur and Morrill, 2016) and the costs of this decrease in terms of
the safety and strategic complexity of DAk.
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Appendix

Additional notation

We introduce some additional notation and terminology we use in the Appendix.
For reported preferences Qi and preferences Ri, we abuse the notation and write

Qi = Ri to refer to case (i) in Proposition 2, that is Qi = Ri means that Qi is of the
form Qi : Ri(1) . . . Ri(#Ri) ti. For any two strategies Qi and Q′i, we also write Qi = Q′i
if both strategies share the same set of reported schools and report those schools in the
same order. Similarly Qi 6= Ri means that Qi is not of the form Qi : Ri(1) . . . Ri(#Ri) ti.

We say that two schools s, s′ are switched in strategy Qi if s Qi s
′ but s′ Pi s.

Given a strategy Qi, the truncation of Qi after school s is another strategy Q′i
obtained from Qi be deleting all schools s′ ∈ Qi reported after s.

Finally, for any mechanism M and strategy Qi, the range of Qi is the set of all the
schools ti could be assigned to when she reports Qi; that is,

Range(Qi) = {s ∈ S | Mi(Qi, Q−i) = s for some Q−i}.

Undominated strategies in DAk

Preliminary results

Two strategies Qi and Q′i are equivalent if the outcome for ti is the same under Qi

and Q′i for all Q−i. Lemma 1 shows that for every unclean undominated strategy there
exists an equivalent clean strategy. Lemma 1 is useful when studying the properties of
undominated strategies outcomes in DAk because it allows us to focus on clean profiles
only (i.e., profiles made of clean strategies).16

16 Indeed, by Lemma 1, if all outcomes of clean undominated strategies in DAk satisfy property X,
then all undominated strategy outcomes in DAk satisfy property X.
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Lemma 1. For all k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and any strategy Qi ∈ Qk
i that is undominated in

DAk, there exists an equivalent strategy Q′i ∈ Qk
i that is clean.

Proof. LetQ′i ∈ Qk
i be any strategy which reports exactly min{k,#Ri} acceptable schools

truthfully, including all acceptable schools reported in Qi. For any strategy Q̃i, let RQ̃i

be any preference relation over S ∪ {ti} of the form

RQ̃i : Q̃i ti Q
S\Q̃i ,

where QS\Q̃i is any sub-orderings of the schools in S\Q̃i. Because DA is non-
manipulable (Dubins and Freedman, 1981), we have

DAi(Q
′
i, Q

m
−i) R

Q′i DAi(Qi, Q
m
−i), for all Qm

−i ∈ Q−i.

In particular,

DAi(Q
′
i, Q

k
−i) R

Q′i DAi(Qi, Q
k
−i), for all Qk

−i ∈ Qk
−i.

But because DAk is obtained from DA by considering only the profiles Qk ∈ Qk, the last
displayed relation implies

DAk
i (Q′i, Q

k
−i) R

Q′i DAk
i (Qi, Q

k
−i), for all Qk

−i ∈ Qk
−i.

By construction, Q′i is truthful (i.e. has no re-rankings), and therefore, the last displayed
relation implies

DAk
i (Q′i, Q

k
−i) Ri DA

k
i (Qi, Q

k
−i),

for all Qk
−i ∈ Qk

−i such that DAk
i (Q′i, Q

k
−i), DA

k
i (Qi, Q

k
−i) ∈ (Q′i ∪ {ti}).

(5)

Clearly, by definition of DAk,

DAk
i (Q′i, Q

k
−i) ∈ (Q′i ∪ {ti}), for all Qk

−i ∈ Qk
−i,

and (5) simplifies to

DAk
i (Q′i, Q

k
−i) Ri DA

k
i (Qi, Q

k
−i),

for all Qk
−i ∈ Qk

−i such that DAk
i (Qi, Q

k
−i) ∈ (Q′i ∪ {ti}).

(6)

Now, because every acceptable school reported in Qi is reported in Q′i, the only cases (if
any) in which DAk

i (Qi, Q
k
−i) /∈ (Q′i ∪ {ti}) is when ti Pi DA

k
i (Qi, Q

k
−i). But because Q′i

only reports acceptable schools, DAk
i (Q′i, Q

k
−i) Ri ti for all Qk

−i ∈ Qk
−i and therefore, in

these cases too, DAk
i (Q′i, Q

k
−i) Ri DA

k
i (Q′i, Q

k
−i).

Thus, (6) further simplifies to

DAk
i (Q′i, Q

k
−i) Ri DA

k
i (Qi, Q

k
−i), for all Qk

−i ∈ Qk
−i. (7)

Then, if in addition of (7)

DAk
i (Q′i, Q̃

k
−i) Pi DA

k
i (Qi, Q̃

k
−i), for some Q̃k

−i ∈ Qk
−i,
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Q′i would weakly dominate Qi in DAk. But this would contradict the assumption that
Qi is undominated in DAk. Therefore, we must in fact have

DAk
i (Qi, Q

k
−i) Ri DA

k
i (Q′i, Q

k
−i), for all Qk

−i ∈ Qk
−i. (8)

But because R is antisymmetric, (7) and (8) imply

DAk
i (Q′i, Q

k
−i) = DAk

i (Qi, Q
k
−i), for all Qk

−i ∈ Qk
−i,

the desired result.
�

Intuitively, Lemma 2 shows that, in DAk, a student will regret “wasting” reported
schools unless she is absolutely sure that this “waste” will never have any impact on her
assignment. For example, consider the unsafe strategy Qi : Ri(1) Ri(3) s ti in DA4 for
some unacceptable school s. Lemma 2 implies that ti will regret not having reported
Ri(2) for some subprofile Q∗−i ∈ Q4

−i. By this we mean that when others report Q∗−i and
ti reports Qi, ti will end up assigned to Ri(3) and could have been assigned to Ri(2) if
she had reported Q′i : Ri(1) Ri(2) Ri(3) s instead. Lemma 2 also implies that when ti
reports the unsafe Q′i, she will regret not having reported an acceptable school instead of
s for some subprofiles Q∗∗−i ∈ Q4

−i (assuming ti has at least four acceptable schools).
The lemma is based on the concept of an accessible school. A school s∗ is accessible

for ti given Q−i if ti is certain to be assigned to a school she reports at least as high as
s∗ when reporting s∗. Formally, school s∗ is accessible for ti in mechanism M given Q−i
if for all Qi that reports s∗, we have Mi(Qi, Q−i) Qi s

∗. Lemma 2 shows that if ti is
assigned to ŝ under some profile Q, then any school s∗ that Qi reports lower than ŝ or
that is not reported under Qi is accessible under some other subprofile Q∗−i for which ti
is still assigned to ŝ when reporting Qi.

Lemma 2 (Regret if waste reported school).
For any k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, Q ∈ Qk, ti ∈ T , and ŝ ∈ S∪{ti}, suppose that DAk

i (Qi, Q−i) = ŝ
(where possibly ŝ = ti). Then for all s∗ 6= ŝ such that ŝ Qi s

∗ or s∗ /∈ Qi, there exists
Q∗−i ∈ Qk

−i such that

(i) ti’s assignment is unchanged (DAk
i (Qi, Q

∗
−i) = ŝ) and

(ii) s∗ is accessible for ti.

Proof. Let B be the set of schools that ti reports above ŝ in Qi. These are the schools
ti applied to in the course of DAk under (Qi, Q−i), but did not get assigned to. Be-
cause ti was rejected from the schools in B, it must be that, in the list of assignments
DAk(Qi, Q−i), there is another student assigned to each of the available seats in each of
the schools in B. Let this set of students be A ⊂ T .

Now construct Q∗−i ∈ Qk
−i as follows :

• For all tj ∈ A, let Q∗j be the strategy in which tj reports only DAk
j (Qi, Q−i).

• For all th ∈ T\{A∪ {ti}}, let Q∗h be any strategy in which th reports neither s∗ nor
ŝ.
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By construction, for every school sj ∈ B, there are at least qj-students with higher
priority at sj than ti who report s first in Q∗−i. Thus, ti will be rejected from any of these
schools over the course of DAk given that the reported profile is (Qi, Q

∗
−i). Therefore,

DAk
i (Qi, Q−i) = ŝ implies

ŝ Qi DA
k(Qi, Q

∗
−i).

By construction again, no students report ŝ in Q∗−i. Therefore, DAk
i (Qi, Q−i) = ŝ implies

DAk
i (Qi, Q

∗
−i) Qi ŝ.

Because Qi is antisymmetric, the last two displayed relations imply

DAk
i (Qi, Q

∗
−i) = ŝ,

which proves (i).
Again, by construction, no-one reports s∗. Thus, for any Q∗i ∈ Qk

i with s∗ ∈ Q∗i , we
have

DAk
i (Q∗i , Q

∗
−i) Q

∗
i s
∗.

which proves (ii).
�

The next lemma follows from Lemmas 1 and 2.

Lemma 3. For all k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, if Qi ∈ Qk
i is an unclean undominated strategy in

DAk, then there exists a safe set SS for ti reported in Qi such that

(i) any schools that are switched in Qi are reported after SS, and

(ii) any unacceptable school is reported after SS.

Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Lemma 1 tells us that there exists a strategy Q′i ∈
Qk

i which reports min{k,#Ri} acceptable schools truthfully including all the acceptable
schools in Qi and which satisfies

DAk
i (Q′i, Q−i) = DAk

i (Qi, Q−i), for all Q−i ∈ Qk
−i. (9)

We break the proof down in three cases which correspond to the three possible sources of
uncleanness (the labeling of the sources of uncleanness matches the labeling in the text).

(a) unacceptable schools are reported in Qi.
Let s be any unacceptable school reported in Qi. By (9) and because only acceptable
schools are reported in Q′i, s /∈ Range(Qi). But this implies s is reported after a safe
set, proving that Qi contains a safe set and that (ii) holds.

(b) Qi is untruthful.
Take any schools s and s′ which are switched in Qi. Without loss of generality, let
s Qi s

′ and s′ Pi s. In order to derive a contradiction, assume that either s or s′ are not
reported after a safe set in Qi (potentially because Q′i does not contain a safe set).
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Since s Qi s
′ we have s ∈ Range(Qi). By point (ii) this means that s is an acceptable

school of Ri. Because s′ Pi s, s
′ is also an acceptable school reported in Qi. Hence, by

construction of Q′i, both s and s′ are reported in Q′i.

By Lemma 2, there exists Q∗−i ∈ Qk
−i such that DAk

i (Qi, Q
∗
−i) = s and s′ is accessible.

But then s′ ∈ Q′i implies
DAk

i (Q′i, Q
∗
−i) Q

′
i s
′ Q′i s,

and hence DAk
i (Q′i, Q

∗
−i) 6= s = DAk

i (Qi, Q
∗
−i), contradicting (9).

(c) Qi contains less than min{k,#Ri} acceptable schools.
Let s′ be any acceptable school reported in Q′i but not in Qi. In order to derive a
contradiction, assume that Qi contains no safe set. The absence of safe set reported in
Qi implies that DAk

i (Qi, Q̂−i) = ti for some Q̂−i ∈ Qk
−i. Then by Lemma 2, there exists

Q∗−i ∈ Qk
−i such that DAk

i (Qi, Q
∗
−i) = ti and s′ is available. But then

DAk
i (Q′i, Q

∗
−i) Q

′
i s
′ 6= ti,

which implies DAk
i (Q′i, Q

∗
−i) 6= DAk

i (Qi, Q
∗
−i) contradicting (9).

�

Clearly, if ti has dominant strategies, then these dominant strategies are ti’s only
undominated strategies. It remains to determine the form of undominated strategies
when ti does not have a dominant strategy. The next lemma shows that in this case, ti
must report k (acceptable) schools for a strategy to be undominated.

Lemma 4. For all k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, if Qi ∈ Qk
i is not a dominant strategy in DAk and

#Qi < k, then Qi is dominated in DAk.

Proof. By Proposition 2, because Qi is not dominant in DAk, ti has more than k accept-
able schools and her k most-preferred schools do not form a safe set. Thus, either

(i) Qi contains a safe set and there is an acceptable school s ∈ Ri with s /∈ Qi such
that s Pi [minRi

Range(Qi)], or

(ii) Qi is unsafe.

We first show by contradiction that Qi is unclean. Assume to the contrary that Qi

is clean. As #Qi < k, if Qi is clean, then #Qi = #Ri. Thus, either Qi is untruthful
contradicting the definition of a clean strategy, or Qi is truthful and Qi = Ri, which
contradicts the assumption that Qi is not dominant.

Assuming now that Qi is undominated in DAk, we derive a contridaction. By Lemma
3, because Qi is an unclean undominated strategy, Qi contains a safe set SS, which rules
out case (ii) and we need only consider case (i). By Lemma 3 again, the safe set SS

contained in Qi is such that any two schools (s, s′) that are switched in Qi are reported
after SS.

Consider now the strategy Q′i that reports all the schools in Range(Qi) as well as s,
truthfully. Because #Qi < k, we have Q′i ∈ Qk

i .
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By an argument similar to the one used in the proof of Lemma 1, DAk is strategy-proof
for any student with no more than k acceptable schools. Therefore,

DAk
i (Q′i, Q−i) Q

′
i DA

k
i (Qi, Q−i), for all Q−i ∈ Qk

−i.

But because Q′i is truthfully on Range(Qi) ∪ {s} and on Range(Q′i), we have

DAk
i (Q′i, Q−i) Ri DA

k
i (Qi, Q−i), for all Q−i ∈ Qk

−i. (10)

Now because s /∈ Qi, Lemma 2 applies and there exists Q∗−i ∈ Qk
−i such that

DAk
i (Q′i, Q

∗
−i) = s Pi [min

Ri

Range(Qi)] = DAk
i (Qi, Q

∗
−i),

which together with (10) implies that Q′i dominates Qi, the desired result. �

Proof of Proposition 3

Necessity.

Let Qi ∈ Qk
i be any undominated strategy of DAk. We show that if Qi is not a dominant

strategy in DAk, then (ii) holds. First, we show that #Range(Qi) = k for any Qi that
is undominated but not dominant in DAk.

Clearly we cannot have #Range(Qi) > k as that would mean Qi /∈ Qk
i . So in order

to derive a contradiction, assume that #Range(Qi) < k. This means that either (a)
Qi contains a safe set with less than k schools, or (b) #Qi < k. But by Lemma 4 and
the fact that Qi is undominated but not dominant, (b) yields a contradiction. Thus,
(a) must hold. Now, consider the strategy Q′i ∈ Qk

i constructed from Qi by removing
a reported school reported after the safe set. Strategy Qi is equivalent to Qi. Clearly,
#Q′i < k and because Q′i is equivalent to Qi, Q

′
i is also undominated but not dominant.

Again, this contradicts Lemma 4 and hence #Range(Qi) = k.

We now prove each of Qi’s properties described in (ii).

Truthful order (i.e. no switch).
By Lemma 3, no switched schools are in Range(Qi). Since #Range(Qi) = k for any
Qi that is undominated but not dominant in DAk, Qi is truthful.

Qi reports k acceptable schools
By Lemma 3, if Qi contains any unacceptable school s, then s is not in Range(Qi).
Again, as #Range(Qi) = k, this implies that s is not reported in Qi.

Any safe set S̃ that dominates Qi is such that S̃ ⊆ Qi

We prove the contrapositive : if a safe set S̃ that dominates Qi is such that S̃ * Qi,
then Qi is dominated.

Let S̃ be a safe set of schools with S̃ * Qi such that for all s ∈ Qi with s /∈ S̃, we have

[minRi
S̃] Ri s. Consider the strategy QS̃

i which consists in only reporting S̃ truthfully.

By definition a safe set is reportable, thus, we have QS̃
i ∈ Qk

i . By an argument we have
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already used many times, because DAk is strategy-proof for every student who has no
more than #S̃ ≤ k acceptable schools, and because QS̃ is truthful

DAk
i (QS̃

i , Q−i) Ri DA
k
i (Qi, Q−i), for all Q−i ∈ Qk

−i such that

DAk
i (Qi, Q−i) ∈ QS̃

i ∪ {ti}.

But because [minRi
S̃] Ri s for all s ∈ Qi with s /∈ S̃, the last displayed relation

generalizes to

DAk
i (QS̃

i , Q−i) Ri DA
k
i (Qi, Q−i), for all Q−i ∈ Qk

−i. (11)

Now because S̃ * Qi, there exists s∗ ∈ QS̃
i such that s∗ /∈ Qi, and by Lemma 2, there

exists Q∗−i ∈ Qk
−i such that

DAk
i (QS̃

i , Q
∗
−i) = s∗ Ri [min

Ri

S̃] Ri DA
k
i (Qi, Q

∗
−i).

But because s∗ /∈ Qi, s
∗ 6= DAk

i (Qi, Q
∗
−i), and because Ri is antisymmetric, the last

relation in fact yields

DAk
i (QS̃

i , Q
∗
−i) = s∗ Pi DA

k
i (Qi, Q

∗
−i). (12)

Together, (11) and (12) show that QS̃
i dominates Qi in DAk, the desired result.

Sufficiency.

Clearly, if Qi is a dominant strategy (case (i)), Qi is undominated. Thus, assume that Qi

is not a dominant strategy but satisfies (ii). We need to prove that Qi is undominated.
In order to derive a contradiction, assume that there exists a strategy that dominates
Qi in DAk.

Because the “domination” relation is transitive, because there are a finite number of
strategies and because some strategy dominatesQi, there exists an undominated strategy
Q′′i ∈ Qk

i that dominates Qi. Also, by Lemma 1, there exists a clean undominated
strategy Q′i ∈ Qk

i that is equivalent to Q′′i . In particular, Q′i dominates Qi too.

There are two cases.

Case 1: Q′i is unsafe.

Note that if Qi and Q′i report the same schools, because both Qi and Q′i are truthful
(by (ii) for Qi and by construction for Q′i), we have Qi = Q′i and Q′i cannot dominate
Qi.

Thus, suppose that Q′i does not report the same schools as Qi, i.e., there exists s∗ ∈ Qi

with s∗ /∈ Q′i. By (ii), s∗ is acceptable.

If s∗ /∈ Range(Qi), then Qi is safe. But a safe strategy Qi reporting only acceptable
schools cannot be dominated by an unsafe strategy Q′i.

Thus, suppose that s∗ ∈ Range(Qi). Because Q′i is unsafe, DAk
i (Q′i, Q−i) = ti for some

Q−i ∈ Qk
−i. But then by Lemma 2, there exists Q∗−i ∈ Qk

−i such that

DAk
i (Qi, Q

∗
−i) = s∗ Pi ti = DAk

i (Q′i, Q
∗
−i),

contradicting the assumption that Q′i dominates Qi.
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Case 2: Q′i is safe.

As Q′i contains a safe set, Range(Q′i) is a safe set. Thus, by (ii), either

(a) Range(Q′i) ⊆ Qi, or

(b) s∗ Pi [minRi
Range(Q′i)] for some s∗ ∈ Qi with s∗ /∈ Range(Q′i).

Subcase (a)(1) : (a) holds and Q′i is a dominant strategy.

Then by Lemma 1, Qi is dominant too since Qi is truthful. This contradicts the
assumption that Q′i dominates Qi.

Subcase (a)(2) : (a) holds and Q′i is not dominant in DAk.

If Q′i = Qi, we have a direct contradiction. If instead Q′i 6= Qi, then Range(Q′i) ⊆ Qi

implies that #Q′i < k as both Qi and Q′i are truthful. Therefore, Lemma 4 applies and
Q′i is dominated in DAk, a contradiction.

Subcase (b) : (b) holds.

By the definition of the range, DAk
i (Q′i, Q−i) = minRi

Range(Q′i) for some Q−i ∈ Qk
−i.

But then, by Lemma 2, there exists Q∗−i ∈ Qk
−i such that

DAk
i (Qi, Q

∗
−i) = s∗ Pi [min

Ri

Range(Q′i)] = DAk
i (Q′i, Q

∗
−i),

contradicting the assumption that Q′i dominates Qi in DAk.

Undominated strategies in BOSk

Preliminary results

Contrary to DAk, undominated strategies in BOSk feature non-trivial switches, i.e.,
untruthful reports that do affect students’ assignments. This is a consequence of BOS
being manipulable (as opposed to DA).

Despite allowing for non-trivial switches, undominated strategy in BOSk share some
common properties with the undominated strategies of DAk.

Lemma 5. For all k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, if strategy Qi ∈ Qk
i is undominated in BOSk, then

Range(Qi) contains only acceptable schools.17

Proof. In order to derive a contradiction, assume that s ∈ Range(Qi) and s is unaccept-
able. We construct Q′i ∈ Qk

i dominating Qi in BOSk, contradicting the assumption that
Qi is an undominated strategy. The construction of Q′i is step by step:

• Step 1: If Qi(1) ∈ Ri, then Q′i(1) := Qi(1). Else Q′i(1) := Ri(1).
...

• Step `: If Qi(`) ∈ Ri and Qi(`) is not yet reported in Q′i(h) for h < `, then
Q′i(`) := Qi(`). Else Q′i(`) is the preferred acceptable school according to Ri that
is not yet reported in Q′i(h), for h < `.
...

17 The lemma is intuitive but the construction of a strategy Q′i dominating Qi when Range(Qi) contains
unacceptable schools is not trivial. In particular, it is not enough to simply replace the unacceptable
school in Qi by the preferred acceptable school not reported in Qi.
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• Last step `∗ is the minimal step such that either `∗ = #Range(Qi) or all acceptable
schools are reported in Q′i.

We now prove that Q′i dominates Qi in BOSk. First, we show by contradiction that for
all Q−i ∈ Qk

−i, we have

BOSk
i (Q′i, Q−i) Ri BOS

k
i (Qi, Q−i). (13)

Assume that there exists Q∗−i ∈ Qk
−i such that

BOSk
i (Qi, Q

∗
−i)︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=sQ

Pi BOS
k
i (Q′i, Q

∗
−i)︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=sQ′

. (14)

This implies that sQ is acceptable as, by construction, Q′i contains no unacceptable
schools.

Let rQ be the round of BOSk at which ti is assigned to sQ over the course of BOSk
i

under (Qi, Q
∗
−i). Let rs

Q

Q′ be the report of school sQ in strategy Q′i. If ti is not assigned a

school before round rs
Q

Q′ of BOSk under (Q′i, Q
∗
−i), then ti applies to sQ at round rs

Q

Q′ . By

construction, ti reports the acceptable school sQ at a weakly lower report in Q′i than in
Qi, which implies that rs

Q

Q′ ≤ rQ.

Now, since by definition BOSk
i (Qi, Q

∗
−i) = sQ, the set of tj 6= ti who apply to sQ

before round rQ, together with the set of tj 6= ti who apply to sQ in round rQ and have
higher priority than ti at sQ, has less than qsQ students. But then, the set of tj 6= ti
who apply to sQ before round rs

Q

Q′ < rQ, together with the set of tj 6= ti who apply to

sQ in round rs
Q

Q′ and have higher priority than ti at sQ also has less than qsQ students.

Therefore, ti is assigned a school at a round r′ ≤ rs
Q

Q′ of the algorithm BOSk for profile
(Q′i, Q

∗
−i), or in other words

BOSk
i (Q′i, Q

∗
−i) Q

′
i s

Q.

Now, by construction of Q′i, for all reports h ∈ {1, . . . , r′}, the school Q′i(h) satisfies

Q′i(h) Q′i s
Q, (15)

and is such that either

(i) Q′i(h) = Qi(h), or

(ii) Q′i(h) Ri s
Q.

In the construction, (ii) corresponds to the cases in which either Qi(h) /∈ Ri, or Qi(h) ∈ Ri

but Qi(h) = Q′i(h) for some h < h. In these cases, the construction prescribes to set Q′i(h)
to the most preferred school according to Ri which is not Q′i(h

′) for some h′ < h. Because
we only look at h such that (15) holds, sQ has not yet been reported, and hence, (ii) must
hold.

Now, let us compare the effect of reporting Qi with the effect of reporting Q′i round
by round in BOSk, for rounds r ≤ rs

Q

Q′ (when the students tj 6= ti report Q∗−i). Because

rs
Q

Q′ ≤ rQ, ti is rejected from the school she applies to in every round r < rs
Q

Q′ when

reporting Qi. Thus at each round r < rs
Q

Q′ , either
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1. (i) holds and ti is also rejected at round r when reporting Q′i,
18 or

2. (i) does not hold and (ii) holds, that is

Q′i(h) Pi s
Q (16)

Then either

(a) ti is rejected from Q′i(h) at round r, or

(b) ti is accepted at Q′i(h) at round r.

But given (16), 2.(b) clearly contradicts (14). Thus ti must be rejected at every round
r < rs

Q

Q′ of BOSk when reporting Q′i.

Now, this implies that BOSk will move on to round r′, implying r′ = rs
Q

Q′ . But this

means by definition of r′ and rs
Q

Q′ that

BOSk
i (Q′i, Q

∗
−i) = sQ,

again contradicting (14). Hence, (13) must hold.

In order to prove that the constructed Q′i dominates Qi, there remains to show that
there exists Q∗∗−i ∈ Qk

−i such that

BOSk
i (Q′i, Q

∗∗
−i) Pi BOS

k
i (Qi, Q

∗∗
−i).

By the definition of Range(Qi), for every school s ∈ Range(Qi), there exists Q∗∗−i ∈ Qk
−i

such that

BOSk
i (Qi, Q

∗∗
−i) = s.

Obviously, this is also true if school s is an unacceptable school reported in Qi. By as-
sumption, there exists an unacceptable s ∈ Range(Qi). Since Q′i contains only acceptable
schools, we have that either

• BOSk
i (Q′i, Q

∗∗
−i) is acceptable, or

• BOSk
i (Q′i, Q

∗∗
−i) = ti.

In both cases we have BOSk
i (Q′i, Q

∗∗
−i) Pi s

′, the desired result.
�

Although all schools in the range of an undominated strategy Qi are acceptable, not
all schools reported in Qi belong to the range of Qi in BOSk. As in DAk, some strategies
of BOSk are safe and contain reported schools that never affect the final assignment.
These safe strategies are much more rare in BOSk than in DAk however, as the next
lemma shows.

Recall that an oversupplied set of schools O ⊆ S is a set of school for which
∑

sj∈O qj ≥
n.

18 Although the schools reported before report r may differ in Qi and Q′i, the fact that ti was not
assigned to any school yet means that the set of students assigned before round r is the same for (Qi, Q

∗
−i)

and for (Q′i, Q
∗
−i) and that those students are assigned to the same schools. Hence, the remaining students

in round r are the same and apply to the same schools for (Qi, Q
∗
−i) and for (Q′i, Q

∗
−i).
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Lemma 6 (Safe strategies in BOSk).
For all k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, a strategy Qi ∈ Qk

i is safe in BOSk if and only if

(i) Qi(1) is top-priority, or

(ii) there exists an over-supplied set of schools O ⊆ Qi with #O ≤ k.

Proof. As the proof of sufficiency is obvious, we only prove necessity. We prove the
contrapositive. Assume that neither (i) nor (ii) are true. Consider any sub-profile Q∗−i ∈
Qk
−i constructed as follows

• Take any set of qQi(1) students tj 6= ti among the students with higher priority at
Qi(1) than ti, and let

Q∗j(1) : Qi(1) tj.

...

• For any ` ∈ {2, . . . ,#Qi} take qQi(`) students tk whose reported preferences have
not been constrained yet and let

Q∗k(1) : Qi(`) tk.

Because (i) is false, there are at least qQi(1) students in T with higher priority at school
Qi(1) than ti. Because (ii) is false, any oversupplied set of schools contains more than
k schools. Therefore, {Qi(1), . . . , Qi(#Qi)} is not an oversupplied set of schools. Hence,
there are enough students to construct the sub-profile Q∗−i and Q∗−i is well-defined.

Because Qi(1) is not top-priority for ti we have BOSk
i (Qi, Q

∗
−i) 6= Qi(1) by construc-

tion of Q∗−i. By construction again, for every sj ∈ Qi with sj 6= Qi(1), there are at least
qj students who apply to sj in the first round of BOSk. Therefore, BOSk

i (Qi, Q
∗
−i) 6= sj

and we have BOSk
i (Qi, Q

∗
−i) = ti, showing that Qi is not a safe strategy in BOSk. �

Combined with Lemma 6, Lemma 7 shows that only safe strategies can dominate a
strategy that contains min{k,#Ri} acceptable schools.

Lemma 7. For all k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, if Q′i ∈ Qk
i reports min{k,#Ri} schools all of which

are acceptable and if Qi ∈ Qk
i dominates Q′i in BOSk, then Qi is safe.

Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Assume that Qi dominates Q′i and that Qi is unsafe.
If Q′i is safe, it is obvious that the unsafe strategy Qi does not dominate the safe Q′i given
that Q′i contains only acceptable schools. Therefore, we focus on the case in which Q′i is
unsafe too.

We show that the unsafe Qi does not dominate Q′i. Again, this is trivially true if
Qi = Q′i and we therefore focus on the case Qi 6= Q′i.

Let r be the lowest report for which Qi(r) 6= Q′i(r). There are two cases.

Case 1: r > #Q′i

This case implies that strategy Q′i is the truncation of Qi after report #Q′i. As Qi ∈ Qk
i

and since Q′i reports min{k,#Ri} schools all of which are acceptable, we have #Q′i =
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#Ri < k. As a consequence, Qi(r) is unacceptable because all acceptable schools are
reported in Qi before report r. Because Qi is unsafe, there exists Q∗−i ∈ Qk

−i such
that BOSk

i (Qi, Q
∗
−i) = Qi(r); that is, ti is assigned to an unacceptable school.19 As all

schools reported in Q′i are acceptable, ti strictly prefers her assignment when reporting
Q′i and other students report Q∗−i. This shows that strategy Qi does not dominate Q′i.

Case 2: r ≤ #Q′i.

We construct Q∗−i ∈ Qk
−i such that

BOSk
i (Q′i, Q

∗
−i) Pi BOS

k
i (Qi, Q

∗
−i) = ti,

that is ti is assigned to an acceptable school when playing Q′i and unassigned when
playing Qi. We consider two constructions for two different cases.

Construction 1 : Q′i(r) ∈ Qi.

• If r > 1, take the qQi(1) students tj 6= ti with the highest priority at school Qi(1)
and let Q∗j : Qi(1) tj,

• For all s ∈ Qi with s 6= Qi(1) and s 6= Q′i(r), take qs students tu whose reported
preferences are not yet constrained and let Q∗u : s tu,

• Take qQ′i(r) − 1 students tv whose reported preferences are not yet constrained and
let Q∗v : Q′i(r) tv,

• Take a student tg whose reported preferences are not yet constrained. If ti FQ′i(r) tg
then Q∗g is the truncation of Q′i after school Q′i(r), else it is the truncation of Qi

after school Qi(r) with in addition Qg(r + 1)∗ = Q′i(r).

• Students whose preference is not specified yet do not report school Q′i(r).

We show that Q∗−i is well-defined. First, Qi is unsafe and hence, Qi(1) is not top-priority.
As a result, there are enough students tj in T for the first step of the construction.
Second, there are enough students to construct Q∗−i because the number of students
whose preference is constrained (including student ti) is equal to the sum of the seats
available at the schools reported in the unsafe Qi.

20 As Qi is unsafe, the sum of the
seats available at these schools is no greater than n by Lemma 6. Therefore, Q∗i can be
constructed.

By construction, BOSk
i (Qi, Q

∗
−i) = ti as all the seats at all the schools reported in Qi

are allocated at round 1 of the algorithm to other students than ti, except for one seat
at school Q′i(r) if r 6= 1. This last seat is allocated to ti at round r for strategy Q′i and
is allocated to tg at round r or r + 1 for strategy Qi.

Construction 2 : Q′i(r) /∈ Qi.

The construction of Q∗−i is almost identical. The only difference is that no student tv is
constrained to report Q∗v : Q′i(r) and that tg’s preferences are not constrained.

�
19 This is proven formally in Lemma 8, see below. The construction of Q∗−i follows a procedure similar

to the one introduced in the proof of Lemma 6.
20 Recall that Q′i(r) ∈ Qi.
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Proof of Proposition 4

Sufficiency.

Case (i)

If Qi(1) is the favorite acceptable top-priority school, then Qi is a safe strategy by
Lemma 6. By the definition of an unsafe strategy, only a safe strategy Q′i ∈ Qk

i can dom-
inate the safe Qi that guarantees assignment in the acceptable school Qi(1). By Lemma
6, Q′i is safe if and only if Q′i(1) is top-priority (given the short-supply assumption). As
Qi(1) is the favorite acceptable top-priority, any strategy Q′i that dominates Qi must be
such that Q′i(1) = Qi(1). As Qi(1) is top-priority, the two strategies lead to the same
assignment for ti whatever the strategies reported by other students. Hence Qi and Q′i
are equivalent and Q′i cannot dominate Qi.

Case (ii)

If Qi(1) is not top-priority, then Qi is unsafe by Lemma 6. By Lemma 7, if Qi is
dominated, then Qi is dominated by a safe strategy Q′i ∈ Qk

i . Again, the safe strategy
Q′i must be such that Q′i(1) is top-priority (Lemma 6).

Now, by assumption, there exists a school s′ ∈ Qi that is preferred to the favorite
acceptable top-priority. This guarantees that Q′i does not dominate Qi. Indeed, Lemma
8 (see below) shows that for any school s reported in an unsafe strategy Qi, there exists
Q∗−i ∈ Qk

−i such that

BOSk
i (Qi, Q

∗
−i) = s.

In particular, there exists Q∗∗−i ∈ Qk
−i such that

BOSk
i (Qi, Q

∗∗
−i) = s′.

As Q′i(1) is top-priority we have BOSk
i (Q′i, Q

∗∗
−i) = Q′i(1). By assumption we also have

s′ Pi Q
′
i(1), which shows that strategy Q′i does not dominate Qi.

Necessity.

Case (i)

If Qi(1) is top-priority but not the favorite acceptable top-priority, Qi is clearly dom-
inated by Q′i ∈ Qk

i for which Q′i(1) is the favorite acceptable top-priority.

Case (ii)

Now, suppose Qi(1) is not top-priority. Assume first that Qi contains no school
preferred to the favorite top-priority. Then it is again dominated by anyQ′i ∈ Qk

i for which
Q′i(1) is the favorite top-priority. Assume now that Qi contains less than min{k,#Ri}
acceptable schools. Two cases can arise:

• Qi contains unacceptable schools.

As Qi(1) is not top-priority, all schools in Qi belong to Range(Qi). By Lemma 5,
Qi cannot be undominated in BOSk.
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• Qi contains no unacceptable schools but less than min{k,#Ri} acceptable schools.

In this case, there exists an acceptable school s that is not reported in Qi. Strategy
Q′i : Qi s ti obtained by attaching s at the end of Qi belongs to Qk

i and dominates
Qi. By construction of Q′i we have that if

BOSk
i (Qi, Q

∗
−i) 6= BOSk

i (Q′i, Q
∗
−i),

then BOSk
i (Qi, Q

∗
−i) = ti and BOSk

i (Q′i, Q
∗
−i) = s. Since both strategies Qi and Q′i

are unsafe, there exists such a Q∗−i ∈ Qk
−i by Lemma 8.

Lemma 8. Let Qi ∈ Qk
i be an unsafe strategy of BOSk, where k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. For any

school s ∈ Qi, there exists Q∗−i ∈ Qk
−i such that

BOSk
i (Qi, Q

∗
−i) = s.

Proof. By definition of an unsafe strategy, there exists Q∗−i ∈ Qk
−i such that

BOSk
i (Qi, Q

∗
−i) = ti.

Now consider Q∗∗−i ∈ Qk
−i in which all tj assigned in BOSk(Qi, Q

∗
−i) report

Q∗∗j : BOSk
j (Qi, Q

∗
−i) tj

and, for simplicity, students th who are unassigned in BOSk(Qi, Q
∗
−i) report no schools

at all in Q∗∗h .21 Clearly, we still have

BOSk
i (Qi, Q

∗∗
−i) = ti

because the same set of students apply to Qi(1) in the first round (which implies that ti
is still rejected from Qi(1) in the first round) and all the seats at all schools are filled in
the first round.

We show that for all ` ∈ {1, . . . ,#Qi}, we can construct a profile Q`
−i ∈ Qk

−i such
that BOSk

i (Qi, Q
`
−i) = Qi(`). Construct Q`

−i ∈ Qk
−i from Q∗∗−i by changing only the

reported strategies for students tj 6= ti who report school Qi(`) in Q∗∗j , and make those
students report no schools at all in Q`

j. Then if ` = 1, BOSk
i (Qi, Q

1
−i) = Qi(1), as

requested. Also, if ` > 1, ti is still rejected from Qi(1) in the first round and all seats at
all schools reported before Qi(`) in Qi are filled in the first round. Therefore, we clearly
have BOSk

i (Qi, Q
`
−i) = Qi(`), the desired result. �

Comparing (safe) undominated strategies in DAk and BOSk

Proof of Corollary 1

Recall that clean strategies of DAk report min{k,#Ri} schools, all of which are accept-
able, truthfully.

21 This is for simplicity only. By no means does the argument of the proof requires that students be
allowed to report no schools. Other more realistic constructions of Q∗∗−i would also do the job.
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Part 1. Every clean undominated strategy ofDAk is an undominated strategy of BOSk.

By Propositions 2, 3 and 4, if Ri(1) is a top-priority school for ti, strategies Qi ∈ Qk
i

with Qi(1) = Ri(1) are the only undominated strategies in both BOSk and DAk. Thus
we only need to prove the corollary for the case in which Ri(1) is not a top-priority
school.

By Proposition 3, there are two subcases.

Condition (i) in Proposition 3.
In this case, any clean undominated strategy Qi ∈ Qk

i in DAk has Qi(1) = Ri(1)
and reports min{k,#Ri} acceptable schools. Thus by Proposition 4(ii), Qi is also an
undominated strategy in BOSk since ti prefers Qi(1) to all her acceptable top-priority
schools.

Condition (ii) in Proposition 3.
Again, let Qi ∈ Qk

i be any clean undominated strategy satisfying the conditions in
Proposition 3(ii). Note that for any top-priority school s∗ the set {s∗} is a safe set
in DAk. Thus, by the condition in Proposition 3(ii), for any top-priority school s∗

with s∗ /∈ Qi, there is a school s ∈ Qi with s 6= s∗ such that s Pi s
∗. But then, by

Proposition 4(ii), Qi is an undominated strategy of BOSk.

Part 2. Not every undominated strategy of BOSk is a clean undominated strategy of
DAk.

Simply consider the example based on (1). Strategy Q4 : s1 s2 s4 t4 is undominated in
BOS3 (by Proposition 4(ii)) but as we show in the example, Q4 is dominated in DA3

by Q′4 : s1 s2 s3 t4. Similar counter-example are easily found for any k ≥ 2.

Proof of Proposition 5

Consider any k, ` ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, any ti and any Ri ∈ Ri.

Step 1: If ti has a safe undominated strategy in BOS`, then ti also has a safe un-
dominated strategy in DAk.

As we assume there are no oversupplied set of ` schools, if ti has a safe undominated
strategy in BOS`, then by Lemma 6 and Proposition 4(i), ti has top-priority at one of
her acceptable school s∗. By Proposition 1, this implies that the set {s∗} is safe for ti in
DAk.

Let Sk
i be the collection of ti’s safe sets in DAk. Recall that for any set of schools

S̃ ⊆ S, [minRi
S̃] is the least-preferred school in S̃ according to Ri. Let b

Ski
i denote ti’s

most-preferred school among all the schools that are ti’s least-preferred school for some

of ti’s safe set of size at least k. That is, b
Ski
i is the most preferred school according to Ri

in the set {[minRi
S̃] | S̃ ∈ Sk

i }.
As school s∗ is acceptable and as {s∗} ∈ Sk

i , we have that b
Ski
i is acceptable. There

are two cases.

Case 1: b
Ski
i Ri Ri(k).
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This case is such that school b
Ski
i is weakly preferred to the school reported kth in ti’s

true preferences. This implies that ti has a safe set covering her min{k,#Ri} preferred
schools. Thus, by Proposition 2, ti has a dominant strategy in DAk, which is to reveal
truthfully her min{k,#Ri} preferred schools. This strategy is safe as it contains school

b
Ski
i and all schools that ti prefers to b

Ski
i . This shows that ti has a safe undominated

strategy in DAk.

Case 2: Ri(k) Pi b
Ski
i .

This case is such that the school reported kth in ti’s true preferences is strictly preferred

to chool b
Ski
i . As b

Ski
i is acceptable, ti has more than k acceptable schools. Then, ti

has at least one safe set of size k, that we denote by Sk, for which [minRi
Sk] = b

Ski
i .

By Proposition 3, the strategy Qk
i ∈ Qk

i that reports all schools in Sk truthfully is
undominated in DAk. As strategy Qk

i is safe, this shows that ti has a safe undominated
strategy in DAk.

Step 2: If k ≥ 2, then there exists ti and Ri such that ti has a safe undominated strategy
in DAk but not in BOS`.

Take any ti, any Ri ∈ Ri without unacceptable schools and priority profile F such that
ti does not have top-priority at any shool but such that {Ri(1), Ri(2)} is a safe set. By
Proposition 1, this happens if F is such that

• ti has priority report qRi(1) + 1 at school Ri(1),

• ti has priority report qRi(2) + 1 at school Ri(2),

• there is another student tj that has higher priority than ti both at Ri(1) and Ri(2),
and

• ti has the lowest priority at all remaining schools.

As ti does not have a top-priority at any school and as there are no oversupplied
set of ` schools, Lemma 6 implies that ti does not have a safe strategy in BOS`. As
{Ri(1), Ri(2)} is a safe set and as k ≥ 2, by Proposition 2, ti has a dominant strategy in
DAk that is safe.

Proof of Proposition 6

Consider any k ∈ {1, . . . ,m− 1}, any ti and any Ri ∈ Ri.

Step 1: If ti has a safe undominated strategy in DAk, then ti also has a safe un-
dominated strategy in DAk+1.

If ti has a safe undominated strategy in DAk, the collection Sk
i of ti’s safe sets in DAk is

non-empty and, by Propositions 2 and 3, this collection contains safe sets whose schools
are all acceptable.
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As by definition, we have Sk
i ⊆ Sk+1

i , the collection Sk+1
i of ti’s safe sets in DAk+1 is

non-empty and contains safe sets whose schools are all acceptable. This implies in turn

that b
Sk+1
i

i is acceptable. The two-cases argument used in the proof of Proposition 5 then
implies that ti has a safe undominated strategy in DAk+1.

Step 2: There exists ti and Ri such that ti has a safe undominated strategy in DAk+1

but not in DAk.

Take any ti, any Ri ∈ Ri without unacceptable schools and priority profile F such
that Sk

i is empty while Sk+1
i contains a safe set whose schools are all acceptable. This

example can be constructed by taking F such that

• ti has priority report qRi(1) + 1 at school Ri(1),

• ti has priority report qRi(a) + 2 at all schools Ri(a) with a ∈ {2, . . . , k + 1},

• ti has the lowest priority at all remaining schools,

• one student t′ has a higher priority than ti at Ri(1) and Ri(2) and t′ does not have
higher priority than ti in Ri(a) with a ∈ {3, . . . , k + 1},

• one student t′′ has a higher priority than ti at Ri(2) and Ri(3) and t′′ does not have
higher priority than ti in Ri(a) with a ∈ {1, 4, 5, . . . , k + 1},

• . . . ,

• one student t∗ has a higher priority than ti at Ri(k + 1) and Ri(1) and t∗ does not
have higher priority than ti in Ri(a) with a ∈ {2, . . . , k},

• no other students have higher priority than ti at more than one school in the set
{Ri(1), . . . , Ri(k + 1)}.

As there are no oversupplied set of k + 1 schools, there are enough students to construct
this example. By construction, there is no safe set of less than k + 1 schools. As Sk

i is
empty, ti does not have a safe strategy in DAk. By Proposition 1, {Ri(1), . . . , Ri(k+ 1)}
is a safe set, which shows that Sk+1

i contains a safe set whose schools are all acceptable.
By Proposition 2, the strategy reporting ti’s k+1 preferred schools truthfully is dominant
in DAk+1.

Proof of Proposition 7

Consider any k, ` ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, any ti and any Ri ∈ Ri. We show that if ti has a safe
undominated strategy in BOS`, then ti also has a safe undominated strategy in BOSk.
Let Q`

i ∈ Q`
i denote the safe undominated strategy in BOS`. As we assume there are

no oversupplied set of ` schools, if Q`
i is a safe undominated strategy in BOS`, then by

Lemma 6 and Proposition 4(i), school Q`
i(1) is ti’s preferred top-priority and acceptable

school. Again, by Proposition 4(i), any strategy Qk
i ∈ Qk

i for which Qk
i (1) = Q`

i(1) is a
safe undominated strategy in BOSk.
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Proof of Proposition 8

Consider any k, ` ∈ {2, . . . ,m}, any ti ∈ T and any Ri ∈ Ri.

Part (i)

As we assume there are no oversupplied set of ` schools, if ti has a safe undominated
strategy QBOS`

i in BOS`, then by Lemma 6 and Proposition 4(i), school s∗ = QBOS`

i (1)
is ti’s preferred top-priority and acceptable school. As QBOS`

i (1) is a top-priority school
for ti, we have BOSk

i (QBOS`

i , Q′−i) = s∗ for all Q′−i ∈ Q`
−i.

We show that any strategy QDAk

i ∈ Qk
i that is safe and undominated in DAk is such

that for any school s ∈ Range(QDAk

i ) we have s Ri s
∗. If this is the case, then by the

definition of Range(QDAk

i ) we have DAk
i (QDAk

i , Q−i) Ri s
∗ for all Q−i ∈ Qk

−i, the desired
result.

There are two cases.

Case 1: ti has a safe set covering her min{k,#Ri} preferred schools.

By Proposition 2, ti has a dominant strategy Qk
i ∈ Qk

i in DAk, which consists in
revealing truthfully her min{k,#Ri} preferred schools. As strategy QDAk

i is undomi-
nated in DAk, this strategy is equivalent to the dominant strategy Qk

i and, therefore,
Range(Qk

i ) = Range(QDAk

i ).

There remains to show that no school s′ with s∗ Pi s
′ is such that s′ ∈ Range(Qk

i ). As ti
has top-priority at school s∗, if ti applies to s∗ over the course of algorithm DAk under
(Qk

i , Q−i), then ti is assigned to s∗ and cannot be rejected from s∗ in later rounds of
the algorithm. Thus, no school that is reported in Qk

i below s∗ belongs to Range(Qk
i ).

The dominant strategy Qk
i is such that all schools are reported in Qk

i truthfully. Hence,
for any school s ∈ Range(Qk

i ) we have s Ri s
∗, the desired result.

Case 2: ti has no safe set covering her min{k,#Ri} preferred schools.

As s∗ is ti’s preferred top-priority and acceptable school, by Proposition 1, this case is
such that Ri(k) Pi s

∗. Therefore, ti has more than k acceptable schools. As strategy
QDAk

i is safe and undominated in DAk, Proposition 2 and 3 together imply for this
case that ti does not have a dominant strategy. Then, by Proposition 3, QDAk

i reports
k acceptable schools truthfully.

We show that if a school s′ with s∗ Pi s
′ belongs to Range(QDAk

i ), then strategy QDAk

i

is dominated in DAk, a contradiction.

Case 2.1: s∗ ∈ Range(QDAk

i ).
This case cannot happen because QDAk

i is truthfully. If s∗ is reported in QDAk

i , then
s′ is reported in QDAk

i below s∗ and, therefore, s′ /∈ Range(QDAk

i ).

Subcase 2.2: s∗ /∈ Range(QDAk

i ).
Consider strategy Qk′

i ∈ Qk
i defined from QDAk

i such that Qk′
i is truthfully and both

strategies report the same schools except that school s′ in QDAk

i is replaced in strategy
Qk′

i by school s∗. We show that strategy QDAk

i is dominated in DAk by Qk′
i .

As both strategies report the same schools in the same order at least up to school
s∗, for all Q−i ∈ Qk

−i for which DAk
i (QDAk

i , Q−i) Pi s
∗ we have DAk

i (QDAk

i , Q−i) =

DAk
i (Qk′

i , Q−i). In turn, for all Q′−i ∈ Qk
−i for which s∗ Pi DA

k
i (QDAk

i , Q′−i) we have
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DAk
i (Qk′

i , Q
′
−i) = s∗ as ti has top-priority at school s∗. Observe that there exists

Q′−i ∈ Qk
−i for which s∗ Pi DA

k
i (QDAk

i , Q′−i) given that s′ ∈ Range(QDAk

i ). Together,

QDAk

i is dominated in DAk by Qk′
i .

Part (ii)

Take any ti, any Ri ∈ Ri without unacceptable schools and any priority profile F such
that ti has top-priority only in school Ri(2).

By Proposition 4(i), any safe undominated strategy QBOS`

i is such that QBOS`

i (1) =
Ri(2). For all Q−i ∈ Q`

−i we have BOS`
i (Q

BOS`

i , Q−i) = Ri(2).

By Proposition 1, the set of schools {Ri(1), Ri(2)} is safe for ti. By Proposition 2, any
strategy Qk

i ∈ Qk
i such that Qk

i : Ri(1) Ri(2) . . . is dominant in DAk when k ≥ 2. As
strategy QDAk

i is undominated in DAk, QDAk

i is equivalent to strategy Qk
i . Take any

profile Q∗−i ∈ Qk
−i such that no student reports school Ri(1). By construction, we have

DAk
i (QDAk

i , Q∗−i) = Ri(1).

Together, we have that DAk
i (QDAk

i , Q∗−i) Pi BOS
`
i (Q

BOS`

i , Q−i), the desired result.

Comparing maximin strategies

Maximin assignments

In BOSk, ti’s maximin assignment is ti’s most preferred top-priority school, among her
top-priority schools that she finds acceptable. If ti has no acceptable top-priority school,
then ti’s maximin assignment is being unassigned.22

Lemma 9 (Maximin assignment BOSk). For all k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and any ti ∈ T , the
maximin assignment of ti in BOSk is

(i) ti’s most preferred top-priority school if ti has an acceptable top-priority school,
and

(ii) ti herself otherwise.

Proof. We first show that if smm
i (BOSk) Pi ti, then school smm

i (BOSk) is a top-priority
school. If the maximin assignment smm

i (BOSk) is a school, then the maximin strategy
Qmm

i is a safe strategy in BOSk. Given that we assume that there is no such over-
supplied set of schools, Lemma 6 implies that Qmm

i (1) is top-priority. Therefore, we
have BOSk

i (Qmm
i , Q−i) = Qmm

i (1) for all Q−i ∈ Qk
−i. Hence, smm

i (BOSk) is the top-
priority school Qmm

i (1).

We then show that if s∗ = smm
i (BOSk) is a top-priority school, then school s∗ is ti’s

favorite top-priority school. Take any school s at which ti has top-priority. Strategy
Q′i : s ti is such that BOSk

i (Q′i, Q−i) = s for all Q−i ∈ Qk
−i. By the definition of

maxmin assignment, this shows that smm
i (BOSk) Ri s for all school s at which ti has

top-priority. As a result, if s∗ is a top-priority school, then it must be ti’s favorite
top-priority school. �
22 Recall that we assume seats are in short-supply.
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For any ti ∈ T and any k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, let Sk
i be the collection of ti’s safe sets in DAk.

Recall that for any set of schools S̃ ⊆ S, [minRi
S̃] is the least-preferred school in S̃

according to Ri. Let b
Ski
i denote ti’s most-preferred school among all the schools that

are ti’s least-preferred school for some of ti’s safe set of size k. That is, b
Ski
i is the most

preferred school according to Ri in the set {[minRi
S̃] | S̃ ∈ Sk

i }.

Lemma 10 (Maximin assignment in DAk). For all k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and any ti ∈ T , the
maximin assignment of ti in DAk is

(i) b
Ski
i if ti has a safe set S̃ ⊆ S such that [minRi

S̃] is acceptable, and

(ii) ti herself otherwise.

Proof. Let Qmm
i ∈ Qk

i denote any maximin strategy for ti in DAk.

We first show that if smm
i (DAk) Pi ti, then the maximin strategy Qmm

i is a safe strategy.
Assume to the contrary that Qmm

i is not a safe strategy. Strategy Qmm
i being not safe,

there exists Q−i ∈ Qk
−i such that DAk

i (Qmm
i , Q−i) = ti, a contradiction.

Using the previous step, we show that if smm
i (DAk) Pi ti, then the first x schools re-

ported in Qmm
i form a safe set whose worst element according to Ri is b

Ski
i . Consider

the smallest x ≤ k for which the first x schools reported in Qmm
i form a safe set. By

the previous step, we know that such x ≤ k exists. By definition, the first x schools

reported in Qmm
i define Range(Qmm

i ). By the definition of school b
Ski
i , there exists no

safe set S ′ of size no larger than k whose schools are all strictly preferred to b
Ski
i . As a

result, at least one school s among the first x schools reported in Qmm
i is such that

b
Ski
i Ri s.

Then, we show that Qmm
i is not a minmax strategy if school s is such that

b
Ski
i Pi s.

As s ∈ Range(Qmm
i ), there exists Q′−i ∈ Qk

−i for which DAk
i (Qmm

i , Q′−i) = s. By the

definition of b
Ski
i , there exists a safe set S̃ with #S̃ ≤ k such that all schools in S̃ are

weakly preferred to b
Ski
i . Strategy Q′i ∈ Qk

i that reports all schools in S̃ and no other
school is a safe strategy. When student ti plays her safe strategy Q′i, ti is guaranteed to

be assigned to a school reported in Q′i. Therefore, we have DAk
i (Q′i, Q−i) Ri b

Ski
i for all

Q−i ∈ Qk
−i. Hence, strategy Qmm

i cannot be a maximin strategy.

To complete the proof, we show that if the first x ≤ k schools reported in Qmm
i form

a safe set whose worst element according to Ri is b
Ski
i , then smm

i (DAk) = b
Ski
i . By the

definition of school b
Ski
i , there exists no safe set S ′ of size no larger than k whose schools

are all strictly preferred to b
Ski
i . Therefore, school b

Ski
i ∈ Range(Qmm

i ). Thus, there must
exist Q′−i ∈ Qk

−i such that

DAk
i (Qmm

i , Q′−i) = b
Ski
i .
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Let S ′ denote the set of the first x schools reported in Qmm
i . Given that S ′ is a safe set,

we have

DAk
i (Qmm

i , Q−i) ∈ S ′ for all Q−i ∈ Qk
−i.

Given that strategy Qmm
i is a maximin strategy, we have shown that smm

i (DAk) =

b
Ski
i . �

Proof of Proposition 9

Part (i)

Take any Qi ∈ QU
i . We show that Qi ∈ QMM

i .
By Lemma 10, if ti has no safe set S̃ of acceptable schools with #S̃ ≤ k, then

smm
i (DAk) = ti. When student ti has no safe sets of acceptable schools of size k, un-

dominated strategies only report acceptable schools (Proposition 3). Therefore, for any
Qi ∈ QU

i and Q−i ∈ Qk
−i we have that DAk

i (Qi, Q−i) Ri ti. Given that smm
i (DAk) = ti,

we have shown that any undominated strategy Qi is such that

DAk
i (Qi, Q−i) Ri s

mm
i (DAk) for all Q−i ∈ Qk

−i.

This shows that Qi ∈ QMM
i , the desired result.

Part (ii)

The omitted proof of part (ii) is another corollary of Proposition 3 and Lemma 10.

Proof of Proposition 10

Part (i) follows from Lemma 9(ii) and the fact that, by Proposition 4 any strategy that
reports min{k,#Ri} acceptable schools is undominated for students who do not have a
top-priority at any acceptable school.
Part (ii) is a corollary of Lemma 9(i).

Proof of Corollary 2

Consider any k ∈ {2, . . . ,m} and any ` ∈ {2, . . . ,m}.

Step 1: DAk weakly maximin dominates BOS`

Consider any ti ∈ T , any Ri ∈ R, any F ∈ F and any q ∈ Ak, DAk weakly max-
imin dominates BOS` if

smm
i (DAk) Ri s

mm
i (BOS`). (17)

By Lemma 10, we have smm
i (DAk) Ri ti. Therefore, if ti Ri s

mm
i (BOS`), then (17) is

guaranteed.
To complete the proof, we must show that (17) holds when smm

i (BOS`) Pi ti. By
Lemma 9, the school s∗ = smm

i (BOS`) is ti’s favorite top-priority school. Then, by
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Proposition 1, the set S̃ = {s∗} is a safe set for ti in DAk. As S̃ = {s∗} is a safe set,
strategy Q′i : s∗ ti guarantees assignment in s∗, which is

DAk(Q′i, Q−i) = s∗ for all Q−i ∈ Qk
−i.

Last equation implies that

smm
i (DAk) Ri s

∗ = smm
i (BOS`) for all Q−i ∈ Qk

−i,

which completes the proof.

Step 2: School choice problem showing that DAk maximin dominates BOS`

Consider any k ≥ 2 and the following school choice problem where schools s1 and s2 have
each a unique seat.

R1 R2 R3 . . .

s1
...

...
...

s2

t1

F1 F2 . . .

t2 t2
...

t1 t1
...

...

We show that student t1 is such that smm
1 (DAk) P1 s

mm
1 (BOS`).

Only two schools, s1 and s2, are deemed acceptable by student t1. The priority
ordering for schools s1 and s2 is such that t1 does not have top-priority at these schools.
Therefore, Lemma 9 implies that the maximin assignment for student t1 under BOS` is
to be unassigned: smm

1 (BOS`) = t1.
The priority ordering for schools s1 and s2 is also such that the set {s1, s2} is safe for

student t1 (Proposition 1). Therefore, the truthfull strategy Q′1 : s1 s2 t1 is safe. Observe
that Q′1 is available in DAk given that k ≥ 2. As Q′1 is a safe strategy, DAk

1(Q′1, Q−1) is
either s1 or s2 for all Q−1 ∈ Qk

−1, which shows that smm
1 (DAk) P1 t1 = smm

1 (BOS`).

Proof of Corollary 3

Consider any k ∈ {1, . . . ,m− 1}.

Step 1: DAk+1 weakly maximin dominates DAk.

Consider any ti ∈ T , any Ri ∈ R, any F ∈ F and any q ∈ Ak, DAk+1 is at least
as safe as mechanism DAk if

smm
i (DAk+1) Ri s

mm
i (DAk).

By Lemma 10, we have smm
i (DAk+1)Ri ti. Hence, we can focus on the case smm

i (DAk) Pi ti.

If smm
i (DAk) Pi ti, then Lemma 10 implies that smm

i (DAk) = b
Ski
i . By definition

of b
Ski
i , there exists a safe set S̃ with #S̃ ≤ k whose worst element according to Ri is

the acceptable school b
Ski
i . By Proposition 1, the set S̃ is also safe in DAk+1. Strategy
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Q′i ∈ Qk+1
i that reports all schools in S̃ and no other school is accessible in DAk+1 given

that #S̃ ≤ k. Strategy Q′i is safe by construction and therefore

DAk
i (Q′i, Q−i) ∈ S̃ for all Q−i ∈ Qk

−i.

As the worst school in S̃ according to Ri is b
Ski
i , last equation implies that

DAk
i (Q′i, Q−i) Ri b

Ski
i for all Q−i ∈ Qk

−i,

which implies that

smm
i (DAk+1) Ri b

Ski
i = smm

i (DAk).

Step 2: School choice problem showing that DAk+1 maximin dominates DAk

Consider any k ≥ 2 and the following school choice problem where each school has a
unique seat. There always are enough schools to construct this problem as k ≤ m − 1
and enough students as no set of k schools is in oversupply.

R1 . . .

sk+1
...

sk
...
s1

t1

F1 F2 F3 . . . Fk Fk+1

t2 t2 t3
... tk tk+1

t1 t3 t4 tk+1 t2
... t1 t1 t1 t1

We show that student t1 is such that smm
1 (DAk+1) P1 s

mm
1 (DAk).

All the k + 1 schools are deemed acceptable by student t1.
First, we show that the priority ordering for these schools is such that student t1 has

no safe set S̃ for which #S ′ ≤ k. By Proposition 1, the set S̃ is safe if and only if there
exists a subset S ′ ⊆ S̃ such that

#T F
i (S ′) <

∑
s∈S′

qs,

where

T F
i (S ′) := {tk ∈ T | tk Fj ti for some sj ∈ S ′}.

Take any S ′ ⊆ S̃. As each school has one seat, we have that
∑

s∈S′ qs = #S ′.
Consider the case for which s1 /∈ S ′. We have that either

• S ′ contains all acceptable schools except s1, which is S ′ = {s2, . . . , sk+1}, and then
#T F

i (S ′) = #S ′ = k, or

• {s2, . . . , sk+1} * S ′ and then #T F
i (S ′) = #S ′ + 1.
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In both cases, we have #T F
i (S ′) ≥ #S ′ =

∑
s∈S′ qs, meaning that the necessary condition

for S ′ to be a safe set is not met.
Consider then the alternative case for which s1 ∈ S ′. Either S ′ contains all acceptable

schools, which is S ′ = {s1, . . . , sk+1}, and then #T F
i (S ′) = #S ′ − 1 = k. This subcase is

such that #S ′ = k+1 and no strategy Q1 ∈ Qk
1 can report all schools in S ′. Alternatively,

{s1, . . . , sk+1} * S ′ and we show that this case is again such that #T F
i (S ′) ≥ #S ′ =∑

s∈S′ qs, meaning that the necessary condition for S ′ to be a safe set is not met. There
are two cases:

• sk+1 /∈ S ′. We have

– #T F
i (S ′) = #S ′ if all schools in S ′ have consecutive indices,

– #T F
i (S ′) > #S ′ otherwise.

• sk+1 ∈ S ′. We have

– #T F
i (S ′) = #S ′ if all schools in S ′ except sk+1 have consecutive indices,

– #T F
i (S ′) > #S ′ otherwise.

This completes the proof that student t1 has no safe set S̃ for which #S ′ ≤ k.
Then, we show that the set S̃∗ = {s1, . . . , sk+1} is safe for t1. For this set S̃∗ we have

#T F
i (S̃∗) = #S̃∗ − 1 = k. Therefore, the sufficient condition for S̃∗ to be a safe set is

met: #T F
i (S̃∗) < k + 1 =

∑
s∈S̃∗ qs.

We can now show that smm
1 (DAk+1) P1 s

mm
1 (DAk). Given that t1 has no safe set S ′

with #S ′ ≤ k, Lemma 10 implies that smm
1 (DAk) = t1. Consider strategy Q′1 reporting

all schools in the safe set S̃∗ = {s1, . . . , sk+1} and no other school. Strategy Q′1 ∈ Qk+1
1

given that #S̃∗ = k + 1. Strategy Q′1 is safe by construction and therefore

DAk+1
1 (Q′1, Q−1) ∈ S̃∗ for all Q−1 ∈ Qk+1

−1 .

As all schools in S̃∗ are acceptable, last equation implies that

DAk+1
1 (Q′1, Q−1) P1 t1 for all Q−1 ∈ Qk+1

−1 ,

which implies that

smm
1 (DAk+1) P1 t1 = smm

1 (DAk).

Proof of Corollary 4

Consider any k ∈ {1, . . . ,m − 1}, any ti ∈ T , any Ri ∈ R, any F ∈ F and any q ∈ Ak.
BOSk is maximin equivalent to BOSk+1 if

smm
i (BOSk) = smm

i (BOSk+1).

We consider two cases.

Case 1: ti has no acceptable top-priority school.

By Lemma 9, the maximin assignment smm
i (BOSk) is to be unassigned. Therefore, we

have smm
i (BOSk) = smm

i (BOSk+1) = ti.
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Case 2: ti has an acceptable top-priority school.

By Lemma 9, this case is such that the maximin assignment smm
i (BOSk) is ti’s most

preferred acceptable top-priority school. By Lemma 9 again, this case is such that the
maximin assignment smm

i (BOSk+1) is also ti’s most preferred acceptable top-priority
school. Altogether, we have that smm

i (BOSk+1) = smm
i (BOSk).

Decision support app

A screenshot of the app can be found in Figure 1. This is an example of the message
received by a student (k = 5).

List the schools in the order of your preferences

You listed the following preference for schools (in actual applications, this
would be inputed by the user):

2 10 1 4 7 6 5 8

Which schools should you report and how should you rank them?

Because you can only report 5 schools, it is important that you report the
right combination of schools.

If you only report schools that are in high demand, or schools at which you
have a low priority, you may be rejected from all the schools you report and
end up unassigned.

This decision support tool will help you determine the schools you may want
to report, and how you should rank them.

Dominant Strategy. If given the preference she entered in the app, the student has a
dominant strategy, the final part of her message will look as follows.

Our advice

Given the preferences you inputed and the priorities at schools, you have a
clear best strategy.

Listing your 5 most-preferred schools in the order of your preference will
guarantee you a better assignment than with any other ranking you could
submit.

We strongly recommend that you report the following preference list:

2 10 1 4 7

Not a single safe set. If given the preference she entered in the app, the student does
not have a single safe set, the final part of her message will look as follows.
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Figure 1: Screen-shot of the proof of concept for a decision support app.
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Our advice

In your case, it is especially important that you be selective in chosing the
schools that you report.

Given the preferences you inputed and the priorities at schools, there is no
combination of schools that can guarantee that you would not end up unas-
signed.

In particular, if you report

2 10 1 4 7

there is a chance you could end up unassigned.

The risk that you end up unassigned is particularly high if you only list schools
that are in high demand.

We strongly recommend that you include some schools that are in low demand
in your report in order to protect yourself as much as possible from ending
up unassigned.

Some safe sets. Finally, this is an example of the advice received by a student who,
given the preference she entered in the app, does not have a dominant strategy but does
have safe sets.

Our advice

Given the preferences you inputed and the priorities at schools, you do not
have a clear best strategy.

In particular, if you report

2 10 1 4 7

there is a chance you could end up unassigned.

However, some of the list of schools you can report can protect your from
ending up unassigned.

One of the best strategies for you is to report the following preference list:

2 10 1 6 5

This strategy will guarantee that you are at worst assigned to school 5.

No other strategy can guarantee you a better worst case assignment.

The following are other rankings that guarantee that you will be assigned and
that you may be interested in reporting:

c( 2 10 1 4 8), c( 2 10 4 7 6 )
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